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Abstract

With podcasts being a fast growing audio-only form of media, an effective way
of promoting different podcast shows becomes more and more vital to all the
stakeholders concerned, including the podcast creators, the podcast streaming
platforms, and the podcast listeners. This thesis investigates the relatively little
studied topic of automatic podcast trailer generation, with the purpose of en-
hancing the overall visibility and publicity of different podcast contents and gen-
erating more user engagement in podcast listening. This thesis takes a hotspot-
based approach, by specifically defining the vague concept of “hotspot” and
designing different appropriate methods for hotspot detection. Different meth-
ods are analyzed and compared, and the best methods are selected. The selected
methods are then used to construct an automatic podcast trailer generation sys-
tem, which consists of four major components and one schema to coordinate
the components. The system can take a random podcast episode audio as input
and generate an around 1 minute long trailer for it.This thesis also proposes two
human-based podcast trailer evaluation approaches, and the evaluation results
show that the proposed system outperforms the baseline with a large margin
and achieves promising results in terms of both aesthetics and functionality.
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1. Introduction

Imagine that you are in the kitchen and plan on cooking for dinner. You want to be
on your game and cook some delicate homemade ravioli tonight, which takes around
1 hour to complete. You decide to listen to a podcast show in the meantime, so that
you don’t get bored when chopping the cooked spinach finely.

After casually browsing through various podcasts, you as a True Crime fan, are torn
between two options: episode Case 115: Operation Cathedral, from the crime show
Casefile True Crime, and episode Lululemon Murder, from the crime show The Genera-
tion Why Podcast.

By reading through their short descriptions, you grasp the main ideas of the two
episodes. However, the main ideas are not sufficient for you to gauge if the content
will be intriguing enough for you to keep your spirits up throughout the tedious cook-
ing. Instead, the best way to decide which episode to proceed with, is to know in
advance which episode will relate, or resonate, with you better. In other words, you
want to understand their vibes and sounds beforehand: Is the vibe good? Is there any
suspenseful music? Is the episode more in a documentary style, or more like an im-
promptu chat? Are there any unmissable punchlines? Youwish you could have a quick
glimpse into the episodes to get the answers.

The glimpse, is exactly what motivates this work. In particular, this work harnesses
machine learning and deep learning techniques for augmenting creativity in a topic
that is of wide interest: automatic podcast trailer generation, from a hotspot-detection-
based approach, and proposes a hotspot-based automatic podcast trailer generation
system.

1.1. Motivation

As a fast growing audio-only form of media, podcasts have become a popular medium
of media entertainment. According to a study released by Podcast Insights in April,
2021, there are currently over 2 million podcast shows and more than 48 million
episodes in the world (Winn, 2021). This huge number of podcasts implicate a rich
vein of information, and provide the audience with a splurge of options.

With the number of podcasts being considerably substantial, a fast and efficient
way of promoting different podcast shows becomes vital to all the stakeholders con-
cerned: podcast creators, podcast streaming platforms, and podcast listeners. An ef-
fective promotional tool will enhance the overall visibility and publicity of different
podcast creators, generate more user engagement for various podcast streaming plat-
forms, and help podcast listeners to quickly identify, and avoid missing out, contents
that are interesting and resonating.

Trailer is generally considered as one such promotional tool. As later shown in Sec-
tion 2.1, different types of trailers, such as movie trailers, TV show trailers, and video
game trailers have become the major forces of the promotional campaign, among
which the movie trailers have even driven a complete industry chain covering from
editing, visual processing, voice-over narration and music, to releasing. However, due
to the many differences between podcast and movie or other kinds of visual media,
it is impossible to directly apply existing automatic trailer generation methods onto
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podcast. For example, in automatic movie trailer generation, video clip boundaries are
normally detected by using a scene detector to find areas where difference between
two subsequent frames exceeds a certain threshold (Rehusevych and Firman, 2020b).
However, such method is not applicable for audio clip boundary detection. There-
fore, methods that are dedicated to automatic podcast trailer generation become the
desideratum.

This work addresses the problem of automatic podcast trailer generation from a
hotspot-based perspective. In particular, thiswork investigates different audio-applicable
hotspot detection methods for extracting the most attractive and intriguing segments
from podcast. These extracted segments are the so-called hotspots, which are then
used as materials for podcast trailer composition.

1.2. Purpose

The work objective is to propose a hotspot-based automatic podcast trailer gen-
eration system, which can take a random podcast episode as input, apply relevant
hotspot detection methods to both audio and transcript of the episode to detect the
most attractive and intriguing segments, and use these segments to generate a vibe-
focused trailer. According to Webster’s Dictionary,1 “hotspot” refers to “a place of
more than usual interest, activity, or popularity”. However, a more specific definition
of “hotspot” is lacking from previous studies. In this work, an explicit definition of
“hotspot”, in the context of podcast trailer generation, is put forward, which is a point
of perceptual saliency that raises human level of arousal, emotion, excitement, attention,
or any other awakened psychological state. More details of the definition will be elab-
orated in Section 3.1.

In particular, there are several research questions that this work aims to answer:

• How to define the vague concept of hotspot in the context of podcast trailer
generation?

• How to utilize Natural Language Processing (NLP) and Machine Learning tech-
niques to design relevant hotspot detection methods, and how to evaluate their
performance?

• How to construct an automatic podcast trailer generation system, as a real-life
NLP application, that incorporates the best hotspot detection methods?

• How to evaluate the trailers generated by the system?

It is worth noting that, in contrast to the traditional audio and video summarization
techniqueswhich aim at generating a summative representation of the topical content,
the focus of this work is put on capturing the acoustic (i.e. sound) and stylistic (i.e. vibe)
qualities of the podcast episodes, hence generating trailers that are acoustically and
stylistically representative.

This work will first define what is a hotspot, and then explores different methods
for hotspot detection, including audio-based (e.g. speech emotion recognition) and
text-based (e.g. text arousal detection) methods. These methods are compared against
one another, and the best methods are selected, which include an audio-based method
that focuses on speech emotion recognition by using mel spectrograms as input and
a sequenced-CNN-Transformer neural network as classifier, a feed-forward neural
network-based laughter detection method, and a CNN-based music detection method.

1https://www.merriam-webster.com/
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These methods, plus an additional topical center detection method using Sentence-
BERT embeddings, are then incorporated into the automatic podcast trailer genera-
tion system. The system consists of four components and one schema, and it applies
genre-specific algorithms (i.e. recipes) to generate trailers. Finally, two human-based
evaluation approaches are proposed to analyse the generated trailers from different
aspects. Section 1.4 will provide a more detailed overview of the methodology and
task structure of this work.

1.3. Context

This work has been carried out at Spotify AB, an audio streaming and media services
provider. The number of podcasts offered by Spotify has tripled from 700,000 in 2019
to over 2.2 million in 2020,2 and Spotify recorded that during the last quarter of 2020,
podcast listening hours have doubled (Sweney, 2021).

In 2020, Spotify released its Podcast Dataset,3 which has been created and curated
in the context of the Text REtrieval Conference (TREC) Podcasts Track shared tasks
(Jones et al., 2021). This dataset contains both audio and transcript of 100,000 podcast
episodes (equivalent to 50,000 hours of sound and more than 600 million words) as
well as the corresponding creator-provided descriptions and other useful metadata.
This dataset has an extensive coverage of genres, topics, narrative styles, creation
forms, as well as geographical and cultural backgrounds, being an abundant reposi-
tory for research on podcasts (Clifton et al., 2020).

The majority of experimentation and analysis in this work have been carried out
on this Spotify Podcast Dataset, and in particular, this dataset has been used as a basis
for experimenting different hotspot detection methods, as well as for generating and
evaluating podcast trailers.

1.4. Outline

This work is structured as follows. Chapter 2 introduces a comprehensive background
of this work. First, a brief development history of trailer generation is introduced.
Then somemajor techniques used for automaticmovie trailer generation are described,
which have reference value for this work. After that another major topic of this work,
affect and emotion, is introduced where the concept of affect and emotion is discussed,
and different approaches for analyzing affect and emotion are explained. These ap-
proaches are the basis for designing different hotspot detection methods in this work.
Finally, there is a section that describes the Spotify Podcast Dataset in more detail.

Chapter 3 provides an overview of the methodology and experimental design. It
starts off by putting forward the formal definition of “hotspot”. The next section
then describes the Spotify Podcast Dataset based on different descriptive measure-
ments, followed by a section that explains what pre-processing steps are applied to
the dataset.

Chapter 4 covers the specific hotspot detection methods explored in this work by
grouping them into two categories: audio-based and text-based. For each method, its
input data, model structure, and experimental setup are described. The chapter then
analyses features generated using different methods by comparing them with one
another as well as against different podcast genres. Based on the results of the feature
analyses and comparative studies, the best hotspot detection methods are selected,
including a speech emotion recognition method that uses mel spectrograms as input
2https://newsroom.spotify.com/company-info/
3https://podcastsdataset.byspotify.com/
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and a sequenced-CNN-Transformer neural network as classifier to detect the most
emotionally salient segments. These methods are then incorporated into the trailer
generation system.

Chapter 5 proposes an automatic podcast trailer generation system and describes
its implementation details. The system consists of four components for segment se-
lection and one schema that coordinates the segments selected from different com-
ponents, among which the Hotpot Detection Component adopts the speech emotion
recognition method mentioned earlier. The system also applies genre-specific algo-
rithms, i.e. recipes, to generate trailers that have vibes which are consistent with the
genres of the original episodes.

Chapter 6 discusses the evaluation results of the system. Two evaluation setups are
discussed: (1) 1-to-1 interviews that measure the quality of podcast trailers from three
aspects: intriguingness, vibe, and decision making, and (2) a larger-scale human eval-
uation applied to around 100 trailers to evaluate the beginning and ending cutpoints,
content summarization, essence capturing, and enticement of the trailers. The evalu-
ation results are analyzed and interpreted. Lastly, Chapter 7 concludes the work with
reflection upon the motivation and purpose from Chapter 1.
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2. Background

This chapter discusses topics that are closely related to the problem of hotspot-based
automatic podcast trailer generation. Section 2.1 provides a short introduction to the
notion of trailer. Section 2.2 presents a brief overview of automaticmovie trailer gener-
ation, of which the methods (e.g. emotion detection) have referential significance for
designing the automatic podcast trailer generation system in this work. Section 2.3 ex-
plains the psychological concept of affect that is closely related to human perception.
Sections 2.4 and 2.5 examine affect analysis from the perspectives of both audio and
text, which provides inspiration for designing different hotspot detection methods in
this work. Section 2.6 describes in more detail the Spotify Podcast Dataset, includ-
ing its magnitude, composition, formats and styles, as well as how the transcripts are
generated.

2.1. Trailer: History, Development and Challenge

The term “trailer” was first coined in the movie industry in the 1910s (Granlund, 1957)
when it referred to a highly condensed and polished piece of commercial advertise-
ment to attract maximum appeal for an upcoming feature film. Beginning in the 1990s,
along with the development of the Internet, different types of trailers started to be
created to keep pace with the richer forms of entertainment media, such as TV show
trailers, video game trailers, and fan-made trailers. According to a study by Alliance of
Women Film Journalists in 2008, among the 10 billion annual online video views, trail-
ers ranked the third, closely following news and user-created videos (Merin, 2008).

Studies show that the use of modern technology has largely decreased the average
length of the human attention span (Postman, 1985), and on average, a user spends less
than one minute on each Internet website (News, 2002). Therefore, trailers, which are
usually terse but uplifting, can quickly attract people’s attention within a short period
of time, thus becoming a main force in the recreational promotion campaign to bridge
the gap between artistic work and the public.The entertainment industry has attached
serious importance to trailer-making, expending an amount that is equivalent to a
third-world country’s annual budget to concoct trailers (Merin, 2008).

The trailer-making process is time-consuming, for a trailer needs to impart an in-
triguing story that gets the audience emotionally involved (Marich, 2013), by present-
ing a series of the most exciting, arousing, or otherwise noteworthy excerpts within
a short timeframe. A movie trailer, for example, takes from 10 days to 2 years to
complete (Snyder, 2018). However, as trailers have become a crucial part of the recre-
ational promotion campaign, the problem of automatic trailer generation demands a
prompt and effective solution, so as to reduce the amount of time and human effort
required in the trailer generation process. Studies have been carried out to investigate
automatic trailer generation methods for one major type of entertainment media, i.e.
movies (Smith et al., 2017b; Brachmann et al., 2015; Irie et al., 2010a). However, such
methods remain unexplored for other types of media, including podcasts.

One essential difference between podcasts and other forms of media lies in that a
podcast is a sound-only representation of content, while a movie or a video game, for
example, consists of both sound and image. According to studies from the audio indus-
try, sound and image are two distinctively different sources of information: humans
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are visually inclined, and around 80% of the information we receive about the world
comes from images; by contrast, sound is more elusive and intangible. It is formed
and perceived over time and cannot be frozen at a specific timestamp, which makes it
heavily dependent on context and more difficult to discuss and analyze (Struer, 2018).

2.2. Automatic Movie Trailer Generation

The possibility of automatically generating a movie trailer was first explicitly men-
tioned in Lienhart et al. (1997). Prior to that, movie trailer generation was studied
under the more general topic of video summarization. Video summarization focuses
on condensing the content of a movie while preserving its storyline, and its goal is
to handle the increasing amount of video data more efficiently. There are some video
summarization techniques that have been applied to generating movie trailers, such
as Clustering-based Video Summarization (Hauptmann et al., 2007), Attention-based
Video Summarization (Ma et al., 2002), and Generative Adversarial Network (GAN)-
based Video Summarization (Mahasseni et al., 2017).

However, traditional video summarization techniques focus on extracting topically-
central frames, which are usually not attractive enough for a movie trailer that aims
at attracting maximum appeal without revealing the main plot twist. Therefore, ad-
vanced approaches that focus on capturing the most attractive parts of a movie ap-
pear, which can be divided into fully-automated and human-A.I. joint movie trailer
generation.

2.2.1. Fully-Automated Movie Trailer Generation

This section discusses twoworks of fully-automatedmovie trailer generation.The first
detects anomalous contents for trailer generation, and the second detects impressive
(defined as being equivalent to emotional) contents, both providing inspiration for
designing hotspot detection methods in this work.

movie2trailer: Unsupervised trailer generation using Anomaly detection

Rehusevych and Firman (2020a) present movie2trailer as a novel unsupervised sys-
tem for automatic movie trailer generation using anomaly detection. A high-level
overview of the system is shown in Figure 2.1.

To segment video, they used PySceneDetect (Castellano, 2018), an open-source
Python library, to detect scene changes in amovie and to automatically split themovie
into video clips.

Then theymanually defined a list of features formeasuringwhether a video frame is
nonstandard, i.e. anomalous, which contain two categories: visual and audio features.
The visual features include HSL color model features, which measure hue (H), satura-
tion (S), and lightness (L) from an optical perspective, and object detection features,
which measure the number and size of common objects (e.g. people, vehicles) based
on the Microsoft COCO dataset (Lin et al., 2014). The audio features are commonly
used acoustic features (e.g. Zero Crossing Rate, Energy, MFCC, Spectral Entropy) as
introduced by Giannakopoulos (2015).

They then implemented eight different anomaly detectors for anomalous frame se-
lection based on the defined features. The anomaly detectors contain four types of
models, including linear models such as One-Class SVM (Manevitz and Yousef, 2002),
proximity-based models such as Local Outlier Factor (Breunig et al., 2000), ensemble
models such as Isolation Forest (Liu et al., 2008), and neural networks such as Fully-
Connected AutoEncoder (Hinton and Zemel, 1993). Anomalous frames are selected
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Figure 2.1.: High-level architecture of movie2trailer. Source: Rehusevych and Firman
(2020a).

based on the voting results of all eight anomaly detectors and used as basis to iden-
tify trailer-worthy scenes, which are then re-arranged chronologically into a trailer.

They evaluated their generated trailers against (1) other leading opponents for au-
tomatic movie trailer generation and (2) original official real trailers. Results showed
that their method is superior to all the other competitive automatic methods, and
close to human-level ability of movie trailer creation with sound removed.

Vid2Trailer: Automatic trailer generation

Vid2Trailer (Irie et al., 2010c) is a content-based movie trailer generation system (Fig-
ure 2.2) that satisfies two requirements essential to movie trailers, as defined in the
paper: a trailer should (1) contain emblematic elements, such as theme music and title
logo shot, and (2) be visually and audibly attractive.

The first step in Vid2Trailer is called symbol extraction, where title logo shot and
theme music are extracted. An algorithm proposed by Kuwano et al. (2000) is applied
to the first 10% of a movie to perform caption detection, and title logo is extracted
based on its different font-size. A music detection method proposed by Minami et al.
(1998) is applied to retrieve music segments whose lengths exceed a certain thresh-
old, and then a 12-dimensional chroma vector is extracted for each retrieved music
segment (Goto, 2006), based on which pair-wise similarity scores are calculated and
music segment with the highest score is identified as the mostly repeated melody and
selected as theme music.

The second step in Vid2Trailer is impressive component extraction, where “impres-
sive” is defined as being emotional. For each shot from themovie, an eight-dimensional
probability vector 𝑃 (𝑒𝑖 |𝑥𝑖) is calculated using Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) (Blei
et al., 2003) and Conditional Probability Table (Murphy, 2012), where 𝑖 refers to the
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Figure 2.2.: Overview of Vid2Trailer (V2T). Source: Irie et al. (2010c).

𝑖-th shot, 𝑥 are shot-level features, and 𝑒 correspond to emotions as described by
Plutchik’s wheel of emotions (Plutchik, 2001) (Figure 2.3). Similar to visual shots, im-
pressive speech segments are extracted using an outlier detection method that com-
bines Gaussian Mixture (Xinhua Zhuang et al., 1996) with Expectation Maximization
Algorithm (Dempster et al., 1977).

Figure 2.3.: Plutchik’s wheel of emotions. Source: Plutchik (2001).

The third step is reconstruction, where selected impressive shots are re-arranged by
maximizing affective impact of the shot sequence. The affective impact is calculated
using Bayesian Surprise (Itti and Baldi, 2006), which measures the degree of surprise
induced in the audience bywatching certain visual content. Finally, impressive speech
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segments, title logo shot, and theme music are inserted into the re-arranged shot se-
quence in a rule-based fashion.

The authors evaluated their generated trailers against trailers created using tradi-
tional video summarization techniques, and showed that Vid2Trailer is more appro-
priate for movie trailer generation in terms of attractiveness.

2.2.2. Human-A.I. Joint Movie Trailer Generation

Compared to fully-automated movie trailer generation, the goal of human-A.I. joint
movie trailer generation is to significantly reduce the amount of human involvement
required in the trailer creation process. This mindset of human-A.I. collaboration
boosts efficiency while preserving space for human creativity by incorporating ma-
chines into creative activities previously only achievable by humans.

This section introduces an IBM intelligent system as the first-ever human-machine
collaboration in movie trailer generation. Their idea of capturing the most outstand-
ing and representative characteristics peculiar to horror movies inspires this work
to create genre-specific recipes. However, the genre-specific recipes proposed in this
work are different from the IBM intelligent system in that the recipes are applicable
to a broader range of genres, which will be discussed in later chapters.

Harnessing A.I. for Augmenting Creativity: Application to Movie Trailer Creation

In 2017, IBM Watson Research Center1 developed an intelligent system which, in col-
laboration with 20𝑡ℎ Century Fox,2 generated the first-ever human-machine jointly-
created movie trailer for a full-length horror movie released in 2016: Morgan (Smith
et al., 2017a). Different from the two fully-automated systems mentioned earlier, this
system (Figure 2.4) was designed to identity 10 moments, among all scenes in the
movie, that are attractive enough for a good trailer by encoding emotion patterns from
horror movies, and the identified moments were then arranged and edited by a profes-
sional filmmaker to create a complete movie trailer within 24 hours, demonstrating
the efficiency of the trailer-making process with A.I. assistance.

Figure 2.4.: A high-level architecture of the IBM intelligent system. Source: Smith et al.
(2017a).

The system first divided the movie into visual and audio snippets, i.e. audio visual
segmentation. Each visual snippet was split using shot boundary detection and then
represented by a key-frame, and each audio snippet was split using OpenSMILE (Ey-
ben et al., 2013), an open-source toolkit for audio analysis. In order to synchronize
audio and image, all key-frames that lie within an audio segment were aggregated to
form a composite visual representation of the corresponding speech segment.

1https://www.research.ibm.com/labs/watson/
2https://www.20thcenturystudios.com/
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Next, audio sentiment analysis was performed using OpenEAR (Eyben et al., 2009),
an OpenSmile extension for audio emotion recognition. In particular, for each audio
segment, one discrete feature (emotion) and two continuous features (valence and
arousal), were calculated, which altogether form an 18-dimensional vector as a com-
prehensive audio sentiment representation.

Parallel to audio sentiment analysis, visual sentiment analysis was performed us-
ing Sentibank (Borth et al., 2013), a visual sentiment modeling paradigm that re-
lies only on crowd-sourcing to create associations between sentiments and adjective-
noun pairs (e.g. happy dog). For a specific visual segment, each of its key-frames was
classified into an adjective-noun category, and the top 5 adjective-noun pairs from
that category were obtained using Sentibank API. 24 sentiment scores (i.e. the 24 di-
mensions of emotions described by Plutchik (2001)) corresponding to the sentiment
distribution of the highest ranked adjective-noun pair were then retrieved as the vi-
sual sentiment representation of the key-frame. Finally, the visual sentiment repre-
sentation of the whole segment was calculated by taking dimension-wise average of
all the contained key-frames.

A specific step called scene composition analysis was adopted to model scene atmo-
sphere and other aesthetic factors (for example, dark colors and dim light are typical
atmospherical factors in horror movie scenes).The Places 205 CNNmodel (Zhou et al.,
2014) was used to categorize locations and global contexts of the visual segments.

Finally, multimodal scene selection was performed using all the extracted visual and
audio features. Principal Component Analysis (PCA) was applied to the features, and
the three main dimensions were considered to capture the most outstanding and rep-
resentative characteristics peculiar to the horror genre. As a result, the whole movie
was projected onto a 3-dimensional space, and scenes that have the highest response
were selected as the best candidates to be edited and arranged by a human filmmaker.

The system designed by IBM is responsible for visual and audio feature analysis and
extraction, as well as automatic scene selection. By providing best candidate scenes
based on a comprehensive analysis of the movie, it significantly reduces the amount
of human effort required in the process while preserving space for human creativity,
which is an excellent example of human-A.I. collaboration in creative tasks.

2.3. Affect and Emotion

In psychology, the concept of affect refers to the subjective experience of emotion,
feeling, or mood (Hogg and Abrams, 2007), and it was first introduced by the psy-
chologist Silvan Tomkins in his book Affect Imagery Consciousness (Tomkins, 1962).
Silvan defined affect as the “biological portion of emotion” that are “hard-wired, pre-
programmed, genetically transmitted mechanisms that exist in each of us”. In Silvan’s
taxonomy, there are two positive affects (enjoyment and interest), one neutral affect
(surprise), and six negative affects (anger, disgust, dissmell, distress, fear, and shame).

2.3.1. Classification

The term affect is often used interchangeably with emotion, and therefore affect catego-
rization is often equivalent to emotion classification. There are many different emotion
taxonomies. James (1981) proposed the four basic emotions: love, fear, grief, and rage.
Later, Ekman (1992) defined the six basic emotions: anger, surprise, disgust, happi-
ness, fear, and sadness. More advanced taxonomies have also been proposed, such as
Parrott’s tree-structured emotions by groups (Parrott, 2000) and Plutchik’s wheel of
emotions (Plutchik, 2001) (Figure 2.3).
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2.3.2. Measurement

Due to the subjective nature of emotions, they are difficult to quantify. One widely-
adopted quantification approach is tomeasure emotions along threemain dimensions:
valence, arousal, and dominance, namely the Valence-Arousal-Dominance (VAD)model
(Mitruț et al., 2019), which is defined as following (Kerry Jones and Tynski):

• Valence measures emotion polarity, i.e. positivity or negativity. For example,
happiness has a positive valence, and sadness has a negative valence.

• Arousal measures the position of an emotion on the calm-excited scale. Low
arousal corresponds to relaxation, and high arousal corresponds to excitement.
For example, anger has a high arousal, and sadness has a low arousal.

• Dominance measures the degree of feeling in control. For example, fear has a
low dominance, and admiration (which people have more choice over) has a
high dominance.

Figure 2.5 shows the emotional space described by Russell and Mehrabian (1977),
where three axes are spanned along the three dimensions of the VAD model. The six
basic emotions defined by Ekman (1992) are also included.

Figure 2.5.: The VAD (Valence-Arousal-Dominance) model spanned emotional space with
six basic emotions included. Source: Mitruț et al. (2019).

2.3.3. Affect Analysis: Significance and Challenges

Emotions are an indispensable part of everyday life. They widely affect human reac-
tion towards objects or situations and in general the decision-making process (Mitruț
et al., 2019). Affect analysis is the task of allowing machines to understand and recog-
nize human emotions elicited by a certain semiotic modality (Ptaszynski et al., 2013).
For example, in text-based affect analysis, the modality concerned is the textual rep-
resentation of language, while in audio-based affect analysis, the modality in focus is
the uttered form of language, i.e. speech. Affect analysis has great significance, espe-
cially in machine-mediated communication, for it can tailor decision support to the
emotional states and preferences of individual users (Kratzwald et al., 2018).

However, the biggest challenge in affect analysis is that, due to the complexity and
ambiguity of language, it remains unclear what features and methods are the most
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Figure 2.6.: High-level flow chart of a speech emotion recognition pipeline.

effective (Chen, 2012). Figuratively speaking, this is like trying to identify a person
from the crowd without knowing what characteristics to look for: it would be a lot
easier if you know the height of that person, or the colors of his or her clothes, or what
kind of hat he or she is wearing. At least, you want some clues to look for. However,
such clues remain ambiguous for affect analysis.

Despite the ambiguity of appropriate feature representations and methods, there
are studies proposing different approaches to address the task of affect analysis. In
the following, some of these approaches are examined, from both audio-based and
text-based perspectives, to provide a better understanding of the general practice in
affect analysis.

2.4. Audio-based Affect Analysis

2.4.1. Speech Emotion Recognition

As one of the most common means of human communication, speech contains abun-
dant emotional information. Comprehending such emotional information allows other
individuals as well as machines to better understand the speaker’s intention, attitude,
and preference, and therefore such information is useful in audio-based affect anal-
ysis. The task of speech emotion recognition was first introduced by Rosalind Picard
(Picard, 1997), after which it became a hot research topic.

A speech emotion recognition pipeline typically consists of the following steps:
sampling, signal pre-processing, feature extraction, and classification (Figure 2.6), among
which the steps of feature extraction and classification involve most uncertainty, for it
remains unclear what characteristics of speech are the most influential in recognizing
emotions (Ververidis and Kotropoulos, 2006), and thus it is considerably challenging
to decide on the best feature set for classifying emotions as well as the best classifica-
tion models to use (Mehmet Cenk Sezgin, 2012).

Features that are commonly used in speech emotion recognition can be catego-
rized into time-domain features, frequency-domain features, statistical features, deep
features, and hybrid features (Wang, 2020). Most traditional methods use time-domain,
frequency-domain, and statistical features. With the later advent of deep neural net-
works such as Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) and Recurrent Neural Network
(RNN), automatic feature extraction methods began to emerge, and deep features also
became common. Details on different types of features can be found in Table 2.1.

As for classifiers, traditional machine learning classifiers for speech emotion recog-
nition include Support Vector Machine (SVM), Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM), K-
Nearest Neighbour (KNN) (Mehmet Cenk Sezgin, 2012; Lanjewar et al., 2015), etc.
However, these models need hand-engineered features with intermediate representa-
tions (e.g. spectrogram), which require a lot of expert domain knowledge and human
effort. Later, with the advent of deep learning, automatic feature extraction became
possible, and the resulting end-to-end models can directly learn from raw speech sig-
nal, detect feature patterns, and extract effective features themselves (Rintala, 2020).
Commonly used deep neural models for automatic feature extraction include CNN
and RNN, as well as various combinations and variants of them.
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Feature Type Description Example

Time-
Domain

Frame-level.
Direct process of time-domain waveform.
Most prevalently-used features.

Short-time Zero Crossing Rate
Short-time Energy
Pitch Frequency

Frequency-
Domain

Frame-level.
Transformed from time-domain features.
Highly associated with human perception.
Provide good emotion recognition result.

Linear Prediction Cepstral Coefficient (LPCC)
Mel Frequency Cepstral Coefficient (MFCC)

Statistical
Utternace-level.
Extracted through centralized data processing.
Effectively capture speech emotion attributes.

Mean
Variance
Moment of different orders

Deep Extracted using deep neural networks. CNN-extracted features
RNN-extracted features

Hybrid Combination of aforementioned features. GeMAPS feature set (Eyben et al., 2016)

Table 2.1.: Different types of commonly used features for speech emotion recognition.

For example, the speech emotion recognition system proposed by Latif et al. (2019)
utilized the structure of a parallel multi-temporal CNN block stacked on top of a Long
Short-Term Memory (LSTM). The multi-temporal CNN block consists of three paral-
lel CNNs, each with a different filter size, to capture different information from raw
speech data: the CNN with 25ms filter size matches the frame size of standard speech
emotion feature extraction, and the two CNNs with filter sizes of 15ms and 100ms,
respectively, are to extract from the raw speech signal other useful temporal informa-
tion. Features extracted by CNNs are then passed into the LSTM classifier for speech
emotion recognition. The authors evaluated their model on IEMOCAP (Busso et al.,
2008) and MSP-IMPROV (Busso et al., 2008), and showed that their method achieved
comparable results compared to other state-of-the-art methods.

Figure 2.7 compares the high-level workflows of traditionalmachine learning speech
emotion recognition and deep learning speech emotion recognition.

Figure 2.7.: Compare high-level workflows of traditional machine learning speech emotion
recognition and deep learning speech emotion recognition.

2.4.2. Laughter Detection

Laughter plays an important part in vocal communication of emotions (Szameitat
et al., 2011). Studies have investigated the acoustical correlates between laughter and
different emotions, and showed that laughter, as a multifaceted, nonverbal social be-
haviour, can carry a rich connotation of emotions (Szameitat et al., 2009). Laughter
also shares a lot of similarities with speech, for example, both are measurable along
dimensions of valence, arousal, and dominance (Szameitat et al., 2011). Moreover,
since laughter is often considered as an audible expression of various emotional states
(e.g. joy, schadenfreude, and taunting), it provides useful emotional context for audio-
based affect analysis.
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Ryokai et al. (2018) implemented a laughter detection algorithm to predict the prob-
ability of a given 10ms audio frame being part of a laughter. In particular, they used
a 3-layer feed-forward neural network, which takes MFCCs and delta-MFCCs as in-
put and is trained on the Switchboard dataset (Godfrey and Holliman, 1997). When
evaluated on a held-out validation set from Switchboard, their algorithm achieved a
per-frame accuracy of 88%. Their laughter detection algorithm, as an accurate off-the-
shelf laughter detection toolkit, is used in this work for audio-based affect analysis,
especially for podcasts that belong to the genre of comedy.

2.4.3. Music Detection

At first sight, music detection may seem less relevant to the general problem of audio-
based affect analysis. However, music as a form of art is intrinsically composed to be
emotionally expressive (Soleymani et al., 2014). Containing both verbal (lyrics) and
non-verbal (melody) expression, it has been shown that different music characteris-
tics correlate with, and induce, human emotions (Delbouys et al., 2018), with Music
Emotion Recognition (MER) being a growing field of research in recent years. In par-
ticular, since music is closely related to mood, emotion, and in general atmosphere,
different types of entertainment media, such as movie and podcast, often choose to
contain and present music that is in congruence to the moods and emotions of the
content (Bhat et al., 2014). Therefore, detecting and extracting music from its context
can provide useful information for understanding the general emotion of the context,
hence being a beneficial technique for audio-based affect analysis.

In MIREX 2018 Music and Speech Detection Challenge, Doukhan et al. (2018b) pro-
posed a CNN-basedmusic and speech segmentation algorithm that won the challenge.
At feature extraction step, they used 25ms sliding windows to compute mel scaled
filter-bank representation of audio signal, which were then grouped into patches of 68
adjacent windows and normalized at patch level to increase model robustness. Then
they designed a CNN-based speech-music classification model that can take audio
as input and output a fame-level probability for each supported class (i.e music and
speech). These frame-level probabilities were then fed into a 2-states Hidden Markov
Model to infer the most likely sequence of hidden states. Their music-speech classifi-
cation algorithm is part of the inaSpeechSegmenter open-source framework, which
is used in this work for music detection.

2.5. Text-based Affect Analysis

2.5.1. Text Emotion Recognition

Similar to speech emotion recognition, text emotion recognition belongs to the broader
topic of affect analysis, or affective computing. Detecting the emotional state of a
person by analyzing her/his written text has significant applications in many areas,
such as suicide prevention (Desmet and Hoste, 2013) and e-learning environment (Ro-
driguez et al., 2012).

Text emotion recognition approaches can be divided into two categories: lexicon-
based approaches andmachine learning-based approaches. Lexicon-based approaches
can be further divided into keyword-based, ontology-based, and statistical approaches,
while machine learning-based approaches can be further divided into supervised and
unsupervised approaches (Canales and Martínez-Barco, 2014).
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Lexicon-based Text Emotion Recognition

Lexicon-based approaches use one or several external lexical resources for text emo-
tion recognition. In general, lexicon-based approaches require hand-crafted feature
rules in comparison with machine learning-based approaches.

Keyword-based approaches, as a sub-group of lexicon-based approaches, utilize pre-
defined term-emotion associations. For example, the NRCWord-Emotion Association
Lexicon (Mohammad and Turney, 2013) is a large word-level sentiment and emotion
lexicon, created by crowdsourced annotators. For each word in the NRC lexicon, its
associations with eight emotions (anger, anticipation, disgust, fear, joy, sadness, sur-
prise, and trust) and two sentiments (negative and positive) are annotated. Strappa-
rava and Valitutti (2004) adopted a different keyword-based approach as baseline in
their work, where they usedWordNet-Affect to check if certain affectivewords appear
in a headline, and then they computed a score for the headline to reflect frequencies
of words found in the lexicon.

Ontology-based approaches are another group of lexicon-based approaches, which,
in contrast to keyword-based approaches, do not rely on word-level analysis but in-
stead use a commonsense knowledge base. EmotiNet is one such knowledge base
(Balahur et al., 2011), which contains concepts and their associated affective values.
In particular, EmotiNet models different situations as action chains and correspond-
ing affective emotions using ontological representation. Figure 2.8 shows an example
of how EmotiNet models the sentence “I’m going to a family party because mymother
obliges me to” by representing it as an action chain, based on which implicit emotions
are predicted.

Figure 2.8.: Action chain of sentence “I’m going to a family party because mymother obliges
me to”. Source: Balahur et al. (2011).

Statistical approaches are often combined with lexicon-based approaches. For ex-
ample, Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA), a statistical method, can be used to analyze
relationships between a collection of documents and the words contained in these
documents to discover meaningful term patterns, based on which emotions can be
connected to the documents using keyword-based approaches. Gill et al. (2008) used
LSA and Hyperspace Analogue to Language (HAL) (Yan et al., 2010) to calculate se-
mantic similarity between documents and emotions. Another statistical method com-
monly used in text emotion recognition is Term Frequency-Inverse Document Fre-
quency (TF-IDF) (Sammut and Webb, 2010), which measures how representative and
frequent a term is with respect to a document.
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Machine Learning-based Text Emotion Recognition

In contrast to lexicon-based approaches which follow explicitly pre-defined instruc-
tions,machine learning-based approaches learn from the data and automate themodel
building process (Bishop, 2006).

Supervised approaches rely on labelled training data, i.e. a large and structured set
of annotated texts, to infer predictive function for mapping new examples (Mohri
et al., 2012). Zahiri and Choi (2017) used transcripts of the first four seasons for the
TV show, Friends, and created a corpus by adding a layer of emotion annotation. The
corpus consists of 97 episodes, 897 scenes, and 12,606 utterances, with each utterance
being annotated with one of the six emotions from Willcox’s feeling wheel (Willcox,
1982). Then they designed a sequence-based CNN (SCNN) model for classification
(Figure 2.9). Their model contains a sequence of CNNs, where each CNN can take out-
puts from previous CNNs as input, hence enabling the model to use emotion sequence
from previous utterances for detecting emotion of the current utterance.

Figure 2.9.: Sequence-based CNN (SCNN) for sequence emotion classification. Source: Za-
hiri and Choi (2017).

In unsupervised approaches, models are not supervised by labelled training data,
but instead they work on their own to discover information and patterns from un-
structured data. Agrawal and An (2012) proposed a novel unsupervised context-based
approach for text emotion recognition, which computed an emotion vector for all po-
tential affect-bearing words based on semantic relatedness between words and emo-
tions. The emotion vector was then fine-tuned using syntactic dependencies to obtain
a sentence-level emotion score. Evaluation results showed that their approach yielded
significantly more accurate results than other unsupervised approaches.

2.5.2. Text Arousal Detection

Different from text emotion recognition, which aims at assigning an emotion class to
a piece of text, text arousal detection analyzes how provoking and stimulating a text is.
Studies show that articles that go viral on the Internet typically evoke high-arousal
emotions (Kerry Jones and Tynski). For example, among all New York Times articles
in 2015, those receiving the most comments all featured high-arousal topics (e.g. a
police officer chargedwithmurder, San Bernardino shootings, etc.).Therefore, arousal
detection has significant value for text-based affect analysis in terms of extracting eye-
catching and engaging content.

Most automatic text arousal detectionmethods are lexicon-based, replying on crowd-
sourcing for manual annotation of affective rating. For example, Montefinese et al.
(2013) constructed the Affective Norms for English Words (ANEW) that contains
1,034 English words with their corresponding valence, arousal, and dominance (VAD)
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ratings. Later, Warriner et al. (2013) created an even larger crowdsourced lexicon,
containing 13,915 English and their corresponding VAD ratings. The NRC Valence,
Arousal, and Dominance (NRC-VAD) Lexicon created by Mohammad (2018a) covers
over 100 languages and a list of more that 20,000 English words with VAD scores
ranging from 0 (lowest) to 1 (highest). The NRC-VAD lexicon is substantially larger
than all other existing VAD lexicons, with its fine-grained real-valued ratings being
more reliable using average split-half reliability (SHR) (Kuder and Richardson, 1937)
and comparative annotation (Marley, 2008). Table 2.2 shows words with the highest
and lowest VAD scores from the NRC-VAD lexicon.

Dimension Word Score↑ Word Score↓

valence
love 1.000 toxic 0.008
happy 1.000 nightmare 0.005
happily 1.000 shit 0.000

arousal
abduction 0.990 mellow 0.069
exorcism 0.980 siesta 0.046
homicide 0.973 napping 0.046

dominance
powerful 0.991 empty 0.081
leadership 0.983 frail 0.069
success 0.981 weak 0.045

Table 2.2.: Wordswith the highest and lowest VAD scores from theNRC-VAD lexicon. Source:
Mohammad (2018a).

While most of the arousal datasets have been annotated at word level, sentence-
level datasets are also available, though not many. EmoBank (Buechel and Hahn,
2017a,b) is a large text corpus with sentence-level manual annotation of valence,
arousal, and dominance. EmoBank was created at the JULIE Lab and comprises 10,000
sentences from a balanced diversity of genres. Each sentence from EmoBank is anno-
tated from two perspectives, one as expressed by the writer and one as perceived by
the reader. Table 2.3 shows an example of how a sentence is annotated in EmoBank.

Sentence
Writer Reader

V A D V A D
Remember what she said in my last letter? 3.0 2.8 3.4 3.0 3.2 3.0

Table 2.3.: VAD scores, from both the writer’s and the reader’s perspectives, for a sentence
in EmoBank (V: valence, A: arousal, D: dominance).

These arousal-annotated datasets, both at word-level and sentence-level, provide
valuable resources for developing automatic arousal detection methods that can uti-
lize both traditionalmachine learning algorithms and deep learning algorithms,which
will be discussed in detail in later chapters.

2.5.3. Pull-Quote Selection

Pull-quote selection, as a novel task explicitly defined by Bohn and Ling (2020) re-
cently, aims at selecting thought-provoking spans of text, i.e. pull-quotes (PQ), pulled
from an article. PQs are usually attractive, as they can provide temptation by using
ingriguing phrases to create a strong entrypoint for the readers, and they can also
emphasize a certain stance or emotion by reinforcing specific aspects of the article
(Stovall, 1997; Holmes, 2016). Studies also show that a high frequency of PQ in an
article can significantly increase information recall by readers as well as ratings of
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readability, enjoyment, and attractiveness (Wanta and Gao, 1994; Wanta and Remy,
1995). Given the fact that PQs are attractive and provoking pieces of text, PQ selection
could also be considered as a beneficial text-based affect analysis technique to better
understand and enhance text expressiveness, emotionality, and affectivity.

Automatic PQ selection can be related to some previously studied tasks, such as
headline success prediction (Piotrkowicz et al., 2017; Lamprinidis et al., 2018), key
phrase extraction (Hasan and Ng, 2014), document summarization (Gupta and Lehal,
2010), and clickbait identification (Khater et al., 2018). However, since all these tasks
tackle distinctively different text types that have different functions in terms of at-
tracting readers, no previous studies can be directly applied to PQ selection. For ex-
ample, key phrases and summaries tell readers what the article is about, and clickbaits
make unwarranted promises of what enticing content the articles may contain, while
PQs aim at providing concrete and engaging entrypoints for readers and maintaining
interest throughout the reading process.

In their work, Bohn and Ling (2020) defined the problem of PQ selection as a bi-
nary sentence classification task. They created a dataset that contains news articles
with corresponding expert-selected PQs, and then they proposed four types of ap-
proaches for PQ selection: (1) handcrafted features, (2) n-gram encodings, (3) Sen-
tenceBERT (Reimers and Gurevych, 2019a) embeddings combined with a progression
of neural architectures, and (4) cross-task models. Among all these approaches, the
SentenceBERT embedding-based neural approach achieved the best performance as
measured by Area Under Curve (AUC), i.e. area under the receiver operating charac-
teristic (ROC) curve that is often used to measure the diagnostic ability of a binary
classification model.

The best-performing neural model with SentenceBERT embeddings proposed by
Bohn and Ling (2020) is called the C-deep model. The C-deep model takes as input
a sentence embedding (i.e. embedding of the sentence to be classified as PQ or non-
PQ) obtained using the SentenceBERT embedding model and a document embedding
(i.e. embedding of the article) obtained by averaging all sentence embeddings. Then
the model passes the two embeddings through a series of densely connected layers
and then combines the results in a mixture-of-expert manner (Jacobs et al., 1991),
where each “expert” is responsible for making prediction suitable to a different genre
of articles. The various predictions generated by different “experts” are passed to a
gating mechanism to produce the final weighted prediction. Figure 2.10 shows all the
neural models using SentenceBERT embeddings explored by Bohn and Ling (2020),
with the right-most model being the best-performing C-deep model described above.

Figure 2.10.: Neural models using SentenceBERT sentence and document embeddings for
pull-quote selection. Group A use only sentence embeddings, Group B and
Group C use both sentence embeddings and document embeddings, and the C-
deep model from group C adopts the mixture-of-expert method. Source: Bohn
and Ling (2020).
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2.6. Spotify Podcast Dataset

TheSpotify Podcast Dataset consists of 105,360 podcast episodes, encompassing around
60,000 hours of audio, the automatically generated transcripts, and the accompanied
metadata (e.g. creator-provided descriptions). Compared to broadcast news or audio-
books, the podcast dataset has a richer variety of structural format, level of formality,
number of speakers, genre, subject matter, speaking style, and geographical and cul-
tural background (Clifton et al., 2020).

In particular, the podcast dataset covers a wide range of topics, including sports,
news, comedy, true crime, science and technology, health and lifestyle, society and
culture, food, and so on, and it is contributed by a diverse group of creators, rang-
ing from professional podcasters to amateurs: some podcast shows are produced in
professional recording studios with well-scripted content, while others are simply
recorded using a mobile phone in an impromptu fashion. Even the same content (e.g.
the same murder case) can be presented in different styles and different ways from
different shows: some shows are produced in a narrative, documentary style, while
others involve a lot of conversation, discussion, and even debate.

The dataset was created by sampling from podcast episodes published at Spotify
between January 1, 2019 and March 1, 2020, among which 10% were sampled from
professional creators and the remaining 90% from amateurs. Creator-provided meta-
data and an n-gram language model were used to remove non-English episodes. Any
episodes that are not produced by professional podcasters but are longer than 90 min-
utes were removed. Also, episodes that contain more music than speech (i.e. the per-
centage of duration of speech is smaller than 50%) were excluded from the dataset.

Some other characteristics of the dataset, as introduced by Clifton et al. (2020), are
listed below:

• The 105,360 podcast episodes come from 18,376 podcast shows, 52% of which
are represented by more than one episode.

• The average duration of episodes is 33.8 minutes, the average length of tran-
scripts is 5,700 words, and the average length of creator-provided descriptions
is 85 words.

• Ranked genres (from most to least common and weighted by episode length):
Comedy, Sports, Health & Fitness, Society & Culture, & Education, Science,
News & Politics, Government & Organization, and Fiction.

• Compared to the Brown corpus (Kučera and Francis, 1967), which is a typical
written corpus, the podcast dataset has amuch higher percentage of first-person
pronouns and amplifiers (i.e. expressions that increase the intensity, such as
really, very, as explained by Randolph Quirk and Svartvik (1985)), featuring an
informal and conversational corpus.

The heterogeneous podcast dataset provides an abundant repository of spoken au-
dio and transcript, which is more varied in style and format than traditionally studied
audio data, and it also brings challenges to related areas such as natural language
processing, information retrieval, and linguistics.

2.6.1. Transcription

The transcripts provided in the Spotify Podcast Dataset were generated using Google
Cloud Speech-to-Text API.3 When transcribing, Google’s API automatically splits
3https://cloud.google.com/speech-to-text/docs/video-model
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the generated transcript of a podcast episode into many segments, where each seg-
ment is corresponding to an audio clip that is around 30 seconds long. The gener-
ated transcript contains both segment-level (timestamp) and word-level (timestamp
and speaker diarization) information. Table 2.4 shows an example snippet, which is
the first segment from the transcript for the episodeWeHave a Podcast! from the show
You+Me+We.

It is worth mentioning that the transcription result, with a sample named entity
recognition accuracy of 81.8% and a word error rate of 18.1% (Clifton et al., 2020), is far
from being perfect compared to the state-of-the-art results on other corpora (e.g. the
word error rate on Switchboard (Godfrey and Holliman, 1997) is less than 5% (Wang
et al., 2020)). Besides, due to the fact that most podcasts are of conversational and
even impromptu nature, the speech audio is often unscripted and disfluent, with a lot
of hesitations, pauses, and interruptions, hence affecting the transcription accuracy.
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Show You+Me+We
Publisher General Conference Youth Dept.
RSS Link https://anchor.fm/s/12faf1d8/podcast/rss
Episode We Have a Podcast!

Episode Description

We are excited to start this journey into podcasting with you all! What is
YOU? What is me? What is we? Pull up a chair and join the conversation.
For more information on the General Conference Youth Department visit:
youth.adventist.org

Segment-level
Information of
the First Segment

startTime
(seconds)

endTime
(seconds) Transcript

0.00 14.90

Hi, I’m Kenya and I am one year in you’re listening
to the GC youth Ministries podcast. You plus me plus
we welcome welcome pull up a chair grab a seed and
listening.

Word-level
Information of
the First Segment

startTime
(seconds)

endTime
(seconds) word speakerTag

0.00 0.30 Hi, 1
0.50 0.90 I’m 1
0.90 1.40 Kenya 1
1.40 1.70 and 1
1.70 1.80 I 1
1.80 2.00 am 1
2.00 2.20 one 1
2.20 2.50 year 1
2.60 2.80 in 1
2.80 3.10 you’re 1
3.10 3.60 listening 1
3.60 3.70 to 1
3.70 3.80 the 1
3.80 4.40 GC 1
4.40 4.70 youth 1
4.70 5.40 Ministries 1
5.40 6.60 podcast. 4
6.60 7.10 You 4
7.20 7.50 plus 4
7.50 7.90 me 4
7.90 8.30 plus 4
8.30 8.90 we 4
9.00 9.60 welcome 4
9.70 10.20 welcome 4
10.30 10.40 pull 4
10.40 10.50 up 4
10.50 10.60 a 4
10.60 11.00 chair 4
11.10 11.40 grab 4
11.40 11.50 a 4
11.50 12.20 seed 4
12.40 12.80 and 2
14.40 14.90 listening. 2

Table 2.4.: Example snippet that corresponds to the first segment from the transcript for the
episode We Have a Podcast! from the show You+Me+We.
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3. Methodology and Experimental Setup

This work takes a hotspot-based approach towards the task of automatic podcast
trailer generation, where a hotspot is, regardless of its formal definition, regarded
as a local maximum in terms of attractiveness, excitement, or involvement. The oc-
currence of a hotspot is expected to raise people’s attention and generate more en-
gagement, and therefore, given that a trailer is usually short and condensed, using
hotspots as the major contents to compose a trailer is a promising way of effectively
attracting attention within a short period of time, hence better promoting the content
of an episode.

In this chapter, we discuss the generalmethodology and experimental setup adopted
in this work. First, in Section 3.1, a formal definition of “hotspot” is given in the con-
text of podcast trailer generation, which will be the basis of method selection, system
implementation, and evaluation. In Section 3.2, the general methodology of how dif-
ferent hotspot detection methods are designed and evaluated is discussed. The im-
plementation details and evaluation results of these methods will be expanded in
Chapter 4. Section 3.4 then discusses the major concerns and considerations when
designing evaluation approaches, while the specific details of the evaluation frame-
works, such as the question setup and the scoring scale, will be described in Chapter
6. Finally, Section 3.5 performs various pre-study analyses on the Spotify Podcast
Dataset to showcase its diversity and complexity, followed by Section 3.6 to explain
the pre-processing steps applied to the Spotify Podcast Dataset before it can be used
for hotspot detection analysis and trailer generation.

3.1. Hotspot Definition

What is a hotspot?
The definition of a hotspot varies depending on the area of interest. In the area

of wireless networks, a hotspot refers to a physical location where Internet access is
available, which is typically related to the Wi-Fi technology. In the field of political
and military science, a hotspot is a geographical area where civil, political, or military
unrest exists. In epidemiology, a hotspot refers to a high-risk area where prevalence
or transmission rate of a disease is elevated. In geology, a hotspot is a region on Earth
located on the rocky outer layer with a higher volcanic activity…… All these defini-
tions of hotspot are physical or tangible, not being what we mean by a hotspot in the
context of trailer generation.

In psychology, and in particular psychotherapy, a hotspot refers to a trauma mem-
ory of peak emotional distress, which is usually studied in the treatment for post-
traumatic stress disorder (PTSD) (Grey and Holmes, 2008). Such a hotspot memory is
often negative and related to strong emotions, such as anger, fear, and sadness, and
it often leaves a profound impression.

In this work, a new definition of hotspot is proposed, which takes inspiration from
the psychotherapeutic definition of hotspot as a peak emotional experience but does
not restrict it to a negative experience. In the context of podcast trailer generation, a
hotspot is defined as an experience that is impressive, exciting, intriguing, or stimulat-
ing, which could be negative, positive, or neutral. That is, a hotspot discussed in this
work focuses on measuring the position of an experience on the arousal dimension
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of the VAD model, without constraining its position on the valence and dominance
dimensions (Section 2.3.2).

The formal definition of hotspot is formulated as follows:

Definition. A hotspot is a point of perceptual saliency that raises human level of arousal,
emotion, excitement, attention, or any other awakened psychological state.

Following this definition, a hotspot is a piece of content that is intriguing, impres-
sive, or stimulating, and therefore, given a podcast episode, there are many different
potential segments where hotspots might be detected:

• A segment with a strong emotion.

• A segment with a high arousal value.

• A segment where laughter or argument is found.

• A segment that contains catchy music.

3.2. Methodology of Hotspot Detection

When designing different hotspot detection methods in Chapter 4, there are three
major questions that need to be addressed: (1) How can I uniformly evaluate different
hotspot detection methods, which use different inputs and models? (2) How can I
draw a unified conclusion based on the evaluation results of both text- and audio-
basedmethods? (3) How can I evaluate whether themethods that are trained on public
datasets generalize well to the podcast dataset?

For the first question, I address it by grouping the methods into different categories
based on the target output, and evaluating each category of methods uniformly on the
same dataset. For example, all speech emotion recognition methods in Section 4.1.1
belong to the same category, where the target output is the emotion class predicted
from speech. I construct a large emotion-annotated speech dataset by merging four
existing datasets, namely RAVDES, SAVEE, CREMA-D, and Emo-DB (see Appendix
A for more details on the datasets), and unifying their labels (e.g. the calm label from
the RAVDESS dataset and the boredom label from the Emo-DB dataset are combined
into the existing label of neutral). I then evaluate different speech emotion recogni-
tion methods on this large synthetic dataset for comparing their performances. This
also applies to other categories of methods, such as the text emotion recognition cat-
egory in Section 4.2.1 and the text arousal detection category in Section 4.2.2. For
any method that forms a category by itself, such as the music detection method (Sec-
tion 4.1.3), the laughter detection method (Section 4.1.2), and the pull-quote selection
method (Section 4.2.3), I evaluate them separately on the respective datasets. By do-
ing so, I am able to obtain the best-performing methods from each category, i.e. the
best-performing methods for each type of output that I want to detect.

After obtaining the best-performing methods from each category, I then run into
a dilemma: it is difficult to compare these best-performing methods, since they take
different forms of data as input (i.e. audio versus text) and their outputs are different
(e.g. emotion versus arousal). So among these best-performing methods, how can I
know which methods are better? Which methods should I adopt in the final system?
To answer these questions, in Section 4.4, I will apply these best-performing methods
to five different podcast episodes, each belonging to a different genre, and I will exam-
ine how these methods perform on the episodes. I also visualize the method results by
plotting their generated feature values over time throughout the episodes in Section
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4.3, which will enable me to understand which methods have more active response to
the mood swings throughout the episodes and which methods, on the contrary, tran-
quillise. I will also take into consideration the fact that, different from movies or TV
showswhere audio and text (i.e. subtitles) are both directly observable by the audience
and hence movie or TV trailer generation often focuses on hybridizing audio-based
and text-based approaches (Cai et al., 2019), podcast is an audio-only medium, and
therefore audio-based methods should be attached more importance. Based on all the
above-mentioned analysis results, I will then choose the best methods to be used in
the final system.

As later shown in Section 4.1.1, the speech emotion recognition methods are all
trained and evaluated on publicly available datasets that are clean and of high audio
quality, and therefore I wonder if this clean and standard training datawould cause the
data mismatch problem when applying the trained methods onto the podcast dataset
that is of varied quality. To avoid a degenerated performance, I will tweak themethods
in two ways:

1. Although most podcasts are labelled as being produced in English, the Spotify
Podcast Dataset is actually multi-lingual by nature with a non-trivial percent-
age of non-English content (Clifton et al., 2020). This implies that a speech emo-
tion recognition model trained solely on English data is likely to degenerate
when encountering a new language. In order to increase model robustness, I
add non-English data when training, i.e. the Emo-DB dataset, which is a Ger-
man emotional database. Moreover, the CREMA-D dataset is resourced from
English speakers that have a variety of racial and ethnical backgrounds (e.g.
African American, Asian, Caucasian, Hispanic).The goal is to create a language-
independent model that can capture non-verbal features for speech emotion
recognition.

2. In training data, each audio sample is of length 3∼5 seconds. However, in the
podcast dataset, there are utterances that are much longer (e.g. 10 seconds). In
order to avoid applying a model trained on short audio clips onto long utter-
ances, I will adopt a method called sliding window, that is, for each utterance, I
slide a short window (e.g. a three-second window) through it, and for each such
window, an emotion class is predicted. The emotion of the whole utterance is
then decided by the majority voting of all its windows. This ensures that the
model is applied to audio clips of the same range of length as the training data.

After tweaking the methods, I then select the best methods and apply them to five
different podcast episodes of different genres and examine if the obtained results are
reasonable. For example, the results of applying the best speech emotion recognition
method will show that for a crime episode, the top two emotions (in terms of percent-
age of duration) detected by the method are disgust and sad, for a comedy episode, the
top two emotions detected are happy and surprise, and for a science episode (which
talks about cicadas as a plague of insects), the top two emotions detected are surprise
and disgust (more details can be found in Section 4.4). These intuitive results prove
the efficiency of the method when applied to the podcast data. Moreover, by listening
to some of the emotional segments detected by this method, I further manually verify
the validity and robustness of the method.

3.3. Methodology of Podcast Trailer Generation

A good hotspot detection method will help identify attractive segments, i.e. hotspots,
to be included in a trailer, however, these hotspots alone are not sufficient for con-
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structing a complete narrative arc of the trailer. Freytag’s Pyramid, proposed by the
19th century German novelist Gustav Freytag, reveals that every complete narrative
arc consists of five dramatic stages: exposition, rising action, climax, falling action,
and denouement (your Craft, 2017), which are shown in Figure 3.1. The exposition
is the de-facto introduction, which imparts background information to the audience
and sets up the seeds of potential conflict. The rising action develops relationships be-
tween characters and events, and amps up tension.The climax is the most intense and
dramatic part where the conflict breaks out and a turning point might occur. In the
falling action, there might be a coda that echoes with the prelude, and any remaining
mini-conflicts are resolved. Finally, in the denouement, the story is wrapped up and
the narrative ends.

Figure 3.1.: Freytag’s pyramid. Source: Media (2019)

Considering the fact that a trailer is often short, it might not hold all the dra-
matic stages from the Freytag’s pyramid, but instead selects stages that are more
eye-catching or have better dramatic effects to include. In this work, the hotspots are
treated as the intense and gripping climax in the Freytag’s pyramid. A short introduc-
tion is added in the beginning of a trailer as the exposition to set up the background.
The rising and falling actions are replaced by music, to avoid overstuffing too much
information in a short trailer, and the rising action (music) is moved in front of the
exposition (introduction) to increase enjoyability of the trailer. Finally, the denoue-
ment is deliberatively removed to leave suspense to the audience and intrigues them
to continue listening to the whole episode. In the context of this work, I describe
this trailer structure as a schema, analogous to the Freytag’s pyramid for novels and
dramas. More details of the schema will be discussed in Section 5.5.

3.4. Methodology of Evaluation

How to design an effective and comprehensive evaluation framework is one of the
major challenges faced by this project. Because there are very few studies in the area
of podcast trailer generation that can be referred to, and there is not yet any well-
established framework for assessing the quality of a podcast trailer, it is difficult to
evaluate the proposed trailer generation system by comparing it against other meth-
ods or using existing assessment frameworks.

I consult experts in user research, and from them I acquire the inspiration of taking
a user research-based approach for evaluating the system. I also obtain knowledge on
how to design screening questions to filter out candidates not suitable for the evalu-
ation, how to formulate the interview questions in a more efficient way so that the
evaluators can better understand the task, and how to cautiously and neutrally guide
the evaluators throughout the interview process to avoid assessment bias and to en-
courage them to express their true opinions. Based on these, I carry out (1) a series of
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in-person 1-to-1 interviews for evaluating 15 generated trailers belonging to five dif-
ferent genres, and (2) a larger-scale human evaluation for evaluating 98 trailers from
a more diverse range of genres. The evaluation results provide illuminating insights
into the proposed trailer generation system. More details on the evaluation setups,
process and results will be discussed in Chapter 6, with the hope that the human eval-
uation approaches proposed in this work will serve as a referential podcast trailer
evaluation framework for future studies.

3.5. Pre-study Analyses: Spotify Podcast Dataset

In order to provide a more quantitative understanding of the Spotify Podcast Dataset,
a random sample set that consists of 855 random episodes (corresponding to 68,336
segments) from the dataset was selected, of which the transcripts were used for cal-
culating and examining various distributions, as discussed in the following sections.

3.5.1. Distribution of Episode Duration

Figure 3.2 shows the distribution of episode duration of the sample set. The largest
group (22.1%) of episodes are shorter than 10 minutes, followed by 14.0% of episodes
between 30 and 40 minutes. Only 15.3% of episodes are longer than 1 hour.

Figure 3.2.: Distribution of episode duration of the sample set.

According to the episode duration distribution of the sample set, the average episode
duration is 33.03 minutes, which is roughly equal to the overall average episode du-
ration (for all 105,360 episodes) of 33.8 minutes as reported by Clifton et al. (2020).

3.5.2. Distribution of Segment Duration

Figure 3.3 shows the distribution of segment duration of the sample set. The distribu-
tion is centered around 30 seconds, with 67.6% of segments having a duration length
between 25 and 30 seconds, followed by 10.1% of segments shorter than 5 seconds.

According to the segment duration distribution of the sample set, which contains
68,336 segments, the average segment duration is 23.36 seconds.

3.5.3. Distribution of Utterance Duration

Figure 3.4 shows the distribution of utterance (i.e. a completely spoken sentence) dura-
tion of the sample set. Among all utterances in the sample set, 79.9% are shorter than 5
seconds, followed by 15.9% between 25 and 30 seconds.This reflects the conversational
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Figure 3.3.: Distribution of segment duration of the sample set.

nature of the podcast dataset, where most of the utterances are short, fragmented, and
disfluent.

Figure 3.4.: Distribution of utterance duration of the sample set.

According to the utterance duration distribution of the sample set, which contains
460,207 utterances, the average utterance duration is 3.30 seconds.

3.5.4. Distribution of Segment-level Turn-taking

Figure 3.5 shows the distribution of segment-level turn-taking (i.e. how many times
speakers alternate turns within a segment) of the sample set. Examining the distribu-
tion reveals that more than half (52.9%) of segments contain only one turn-taking (i.e.
local monologue), and around one fifth (18.6%) of segments contain two turn-takings
(i.e. local dialogue); only around one tenth (10.3%) of segments contain five or more
turn-takings, and very few segments (< 3%) contain more than six turn-takings (prob-
ably indicating a lively discussion or an intense debate with many interruptions).

According to the segment-level turning taking distribution of the sample set, the
average turn-taking per segment is 2.13 times.

It is worth mentioned that the number of turn-taking is often used as an index
of informality, where a higher frequency of turn-taking indicates a higher degree of
familiarity and informality (Dubois et al., 1996). A high frequency of turn-taking has
also been used to identify animated discussion, disagreement, and conflict (Pesarin
et al., 2012).
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Figure 3.5.: Distribution of segment-level turn-taking of the sample set.

Initially, this work planned to use turn-taking as one measurement for hotspot,
i.e. considering a segment with a large number of turn-taking as a potential hotspot.
However, a further investigation of the speaker diarization results provided in the
transcripts showed that the automatically generated transcripts are noisy: among 20
randomly selected episodes, 11 have errors in the recognized number of speakers,
and 4 have errors in speaker boundary detection (Clifton et al., 2020). Therefore, turn-
taking, which is calculated based on the speaker diarization results in the transcripts,
is less reliable and has not been adopted as a hotspot detection method.

3.5.5. Distribution of Segment-level Word-per-minute

Figure 3.6 shows the distribution of segment-level word-per-minute (wpm) of the sam-
ple set. The majority (65.93%) of segments have a wpm between 150 and 220, and only
4.49% of segments have a wpm larger than 240 (i.e. quick-tongued).

Figure 3.6.: Distribution of segment-level word-per-minute of the sample set.

According to the segment-level wpm distribution of the sample set, the average
wpm per segment is 181.42. Compared to a study by VirtualSpeech (Barnard, 2018),
which provides information on average wpm’s for different activities (e.g. an average
conversation is between 120-150 wpm, an average podcaster speaks between 150-160
wpm, and an average commentator speaks between 240-400wpm), the podcast dataset
has an average wpm higher than normal conversation.
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3.6. Pre-processing Spotify Podcast Dataset

Recall from Section 2.2 that in movie trailer generation, scenes are often treated as the
basic analysis units, which form a pool of ingredients from which the most attractive
are selected and used for trailer composition. Similarly, for podcast trailer generation,
such basic analysis units, i.e. audio clips with appropriate lengths, also need to be
defined and split, based on which hotspot detection methods can be applied to select
themost attractive and intriguing clips.These units should not be too short, like words,
for most useful audio features are temporal, and they are only meaningful if they are
perceived and analyzed over a certain period of time; any audio clips that are too short
loose most of the original affective information.

On the other hand, these units should not be too long either, for a podcast trailer is
expected to be short (e.g. around 1minute long), and therefore the basic analysis units,
which serve as a pool of ingredients for trailer composition, should be much shorter
than the final trailer. Since the average segment duration of the podcast dataset is
around 24 seconds (Section 3.5.2), which is almost half the length of a target trailer,
segments are not fine-grained enough to be used as basic analysis units, despite the
fact that they are the units automatically provided by Google Cloud Speech-to-Text
API.

With both of these considerations in mind, utterances are chosen as the basic analy-
sis units in this work. Recall from Section 3.5.3 that the average utterance duration is
3.30 seconds, with most utterances (79.9%) being shorter than 5 seconds, hence they
are fine-grained enough, without being too fragmented, for hotspot detection analy-
sis.

Therefore, for each episode in the podcast dataset, it is pre-processed following four
steps: segment combination, sentence segmentation, start and end timestamps retrieval,
and audio splitting (Figure 3.7). The first three steps are performed on the transcript
of the episode, and the forth step is performed on its audio. The final goal of the
pre-processing steps is to synchronously split an episode’s transcript and audio into
synchronized pairs of utterances and sentences:

1. Segment combination: All segments in the transcript, which are automatically
split by Google Cloud Speech-to-Text API, are combined (concatenated) into
a long string, to obtain a complete and un-segmented transcript of the whole
episode.

2. Sentence segmentation: The transcript obtained from the previous step is seg-
mented into sentences. The spaCy (Honnibal et al., 2020) Sentence Segmenter1
is used for sentence segmentation.2 In particular, the Englishmodel en_core_web_sm3

is used as the pre-trained pipeline, which is a general-purpose English pipeline
trained on OntoNotes 5 (Weischedel et al., 2013), with a sentence segmentation
precision of 90% and a recall of 88%.

3. Start and end timestamps retrieval: For each sentence obtained from the previous
step, its first and last tokens are compared against the original transcript. Since
the original transcript contains word-level timestamps, this step helps identity
at what timestamps the sentence begins and ends in the corresponding audio.

1https://spacy.io/universe/project/spacy-sentence-segmenter
2Unlike other libraries, spaCy by default uses a dependency parser to detect sentence boundaries, and

a pre-trained pipeline to perform accurate prediction.
3https://spacy.io/models/en
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4. Audio splitting: The start and end timestamps retrieved from the previous step
are used to split the audio into short audio clips, where each clip is correspond-
ing to an utterance. The Pydub4 library is used for audio splitting.

Figure 3.7 illustrates the above four steps with a sample podcast episode.

4https://github.com/jiaaro/pydub
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Figure 3.7.: Pre-processing of a sample podcast episode.
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4. Hotspot Detection Methods

This chapter proposes, analyzes, and evaluates different hotspot detection methods.
There are several different groups, or categories, of methods, among which the emo-
tion recognition methods are one major focus in this work, and will be discussed and
analyzed in more detail. Each group of methods are evaluated separately, using differ-
ent datasets that have different target outputs. The features generated using different
methods are compared with one another as well as against different podcast genres,
in order to understand how the feature values of different methods correlate and how
they respond to distinctive genres. The aim of this chapter is to provide a pool of
methods, from which the most suitable methods will be selected and adopted in the
final podcast trailer generation system.

This chapter is structured as follows: Section 4.1 introduces audio-based methods
for detecting emotions, laughter, and music from podcast audio. Then Section 4.2 in-
troduces text-based methods for detecting emotions, arousal, and pull-quotes from
podcast transcript. After that, Section 4.3 discusses two analyses, correlation analy-
sis and Principal Component Analysis (PCA), to show how different method values
correlate and how data variance is spread over different methods. Finally, Section 4.4
focuses on the emotion recognition methods proposed earlier, by investigating their
generated values on different podcast genres.

4.1. Audio-based Methods

4.1.1. Speech Emotion Recognition

Two different kinds of audio feature input for speech emotion recognition are ex-
plored in this work: (1) raw acoustic features extracted using openEAR, and (2) mel
spectrograms.

Audio Feature Input 1: Acoustic Features Extracted using OpenEAR

OpenSMILE (Eyben et al., 2010), acronym for “Open-source Speech and Music Inter-
pretation by Large-space Extraction”, is an open-source software of automatic audio
feature extraction for signal processing.The features extracted by openSMILE are of-
ten used for speech and music classification. OpenEAR (Eyben et al., 2009), acronym
for “Open-source Emotion and Affect Recognition”, is an extension of openSMILE
that is dedicated to speech emotion recognition.

In this work, openEAR is adopted as a candidate audio feature extractor. Given
an audio segment, openEAR extracts 988 acoustic features that are suitable for emo-
tion recognition. The 988 features are specified in the documentation of openEAR’s
emobase.conf feature set, which can be grouped into four categories:

• Low-level descriptors (LLD’s): Intensity, Loudness, 12 MFCC’s (Mel Frequency
Cepstral Coefficient), Pitch (F0), Probability of voicing, F0 envelope, 8 LSF’s
(Line Spectral Frequency), Zero-Crossing Rate.

• Delta regression coefficients computed from the LLD’s.
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• Values of functions applied to the LLD’s: Max./Min. values and respective rela-
tive positions within input, Range, ArithmeticMean, 2 Linear Regression Coeffi-
cients and Linear and Quadratic Error, Standard Deviation, Skewness, Kurtosis,
Quartile 1–3, and 3 Inter-Quartile Ranges.

• Values of functions applied to the delta regression coefficients: Same as those
functions applied to the LLD’s.

Given an audio segment, the 988 acoustic features extracted using openEAR form a
full-fledged emotional vector representation, which is then used as input for training
two different types of machine learning classifiers: Support-Vector Machine (SVM)
and Multilayer Perceptron (MLP). The classifiers are implemented and trained via
scikit-learn, and the in-built function GridSearchCV is used for hyperparameter tun-
ing to select the best parameters. For replication purpose, the hyperparameter-tuning
results for SVM and MLP are shown below:
SVC(C=10 , break_ties=False , cache_size=200 , class_weight=None ,
coe f0=0 . 0 , decis ion_function_shape=’ ovr ’ , degree=3 , gamma=0 . 001 ,
kerne l=’ rb f ’ , max_iter=120 , p robab i l i t y=False , random_state=None ,
shr ink ing=True , t o l=0 . 001 , verbose=False )

MLPClassi f ier ( a c t i va t i on=’ tanh ’ , alpha=0 . 0001 , batch_size=’ auto ’ ,
beta_1=0 . 9 , beta_2=0 . 999 , early_stopping=False , ep s i l on=1e - 08 ,
hidden_layer_sizes=( 494 , 124 , 30 ) , l earn ing_rate=’ adaptive ’ ,
l earn ing_rate_in i t=0 . 001 , max_fun=15000 , max_iter=120 ,
momentum=0 . 9 , n_iter_no_change=10 , nesterovs_momentum=True ,
power_t=0 . 5 , random_state=None , s h u f f l e=True , s o l v e r=’adam ’ ,
t o l=0 . 0001 , va l ida t i on_f rac t i on=0 . 1 , verbose=False , warm_start=False )

It is worth mentioning that different audio features have distinctively different
ranges of values, while studies have shown that normative features are essential for
acoustic analysis (de Felippe et al., 2006). Therefore, in this work, the StandardScaler
function from scikit-learn is used for Z-score normalization, a data normalization
approach commonly used in many machine learning algorithms (Grus, 2015). In Z-
score normalization, each feature is normalized individually, that is, for each feature
column, the mean is subtracted from the values, and then the values are divided by the
standard deviation, so that the column will have zero mean (𝜇 = 0) and unit variance
(𝜎 = 1). Z-score normalization is calculated as follows:

𝑥 ′ =
𝑥 − 𝜇
𝜎

where 𝑥 is the original feature vector, 𝜇 is the mean of the feature vector, and 𝜎 is the
standard deviation of the feature vector.

Audio Feature Input 2: Mel Spectrograms

Mel scale, a logarithmic transformation of a signal’s frequency, is fundamental in
many machine learning algorithms for audio signal processing. Any two sounds that
have the same distance on the mel scale are equivalent to human ears, i.e. the mel
scale is consistent with human perception of sound, and therefore the mel scale is
widely used in human perception-related audio processing.

This work explores using mel spectrograms as a form of audio feature input for
speech emotion recognition. A mel spectrogram is converted from a waveform signal
by applying short-time Fourier transform and converting the frequency domain onto
the mel scale. Given an audio segment, the corresponding mel spectrogram is gener-
ated and fed into a parallel neural classifier that consists of a sequenced-CNN and a
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Transformer as feature extractors to predict the speech emotion. The model is shown
in Figure 4.1.

Figure 4.1.: Sequenced-CNN and Transformer as feature extractors for speech emotion
recognition.

Evaluation of Speech Emotion Recognition Methods

In this work, four datasets are used for training and evaluating different speech emo-
tion recognition models: RAVDESS, SAVEE, CREMA-D, and Emo-DB (more details of
the datasets can be found in Appendix A).The four datasets are combined and shuffled,
which contain in total around 10,000 emotion-annotated utterances, corresponding to
approximately 660 minutes of audio. 80% of the utterances are selected into the train-
ing set, 10% for development, and the remaining 10% are used as the test set. There are
in total 7 labels, which are neutral, joy, sadness, anger, fear, disgust, and surprise (the
label of calm from the RAVDESS dataset and the label of boredom from the Emo-DB
dataset are merged into the label of neutral). All models are trained until convergence
or for at maximum 120 iterations. Table 4.1 shows the training and test accuracies for
different models.

The two models that take openEAR-extracted acoustic features as input overfit to
the training data. In contrast, the sequenced-CNN-Transformer model that takes mel
spectrograms as input has the highest test accuracy.

Figure 4.2 shows the confusion matrices of the three speech emotion recognition
methods. An interesting pattern observed from the confusion matrices is that differ-
ent speech recognition methods tend to agree with one another regarding what a
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Input Model Training Acc. (%) Test Acc. (%)
988 acoustic features
extracted by openEAR

Support-Vector Machine 100.00 72.76
Multilayer Perceptron 100.00 64.74

Mel Spectrograms Sequenced-CNN + Transformer 96.35 77.56

Table 4.1.: Speech emotion recognition accuracies.

disgust emotion should sound like, which may be due to some shared distinctive au-
dio features specific to this emotion, such as the “ew” sound that people naturally
make when feeling disgusted.

Figure 4.3 shows the precisions and recalls of the three speech emotion recognition
methods. The emotion disgust has the highest recall for all three methods, which is
consistent with the confusion matrices; for precision, the advantage of disgust is less
obvious, while angry and happy also have stably high precisions. Overall, the third
method, i.e. sequenced-CNN-Transformer taking mel spectrograms as input, has the
most robust performance over all emotions.

Figure 4.2.: Confusion matrices of the three speech emotion recognition methods.

Figure 4.3.: Precisions (left) and recalls (right) of the three speech emotion recognitionmeth-
ods.
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4.1.2. Laughter Detection

In this work, laughter-detection,1 a software that can segment audio into regions of
laughter and non-laughter (Ryokai et al., 2018), is used for laughter detection.

Themodel used in laughter-detection is a three-layer feed-forward neural network,
which takesMel-FrequencyCepstral Coefficients (MFCC’s) and deltaMFCC’s as input.
Studies have shown that the triangular mel-filters used for calculating MFCC’s mimic
human perception of sound (Khan, 2014), and therefore MFCC’s are widely used for
audio signal processing. In this work, Librosa, a python library for audio analysis, is
used for extracting MFCC features2.

The model was trained on the Switchboard corpus that contains around 260 hours
of speech, resourced from about 2,400 telephone conversations that take place be-
tween 543 different speakers (Godfrey and Holliman, 1997). Because the access to the
Switchboard corpus used for training and evaluating laughter-detection is restricted,
in this work, I use the original evaluation results from Ryokai et al. (2018) as reference.
They evaluated the laughter-detection software on a held-out validation set from the
same Switchboard corpus and obtained a per-frame accuracy of 88%.

4.1.3. Music Detection

In this work, inaSpeechSegmenter,3 a CNN-based audio segmentation software, is
used for music detection. Given an audio segment, inaSpeechSegmenter can split
the audio into homongeneous zones of speech and music.

This software has been developed in the context of MIREX 2018 Music and Speech
Detection Challenge,4 where the four-layer CNN-based music and speech classifica-
tion architecture proposed by Doukhan et al. (2018b) won the challenge. At feature
extraction step, they used 25ms sliding windows to compute mel scaled filter-bank
representation of audio signal, which were then grouped into patches of 68 adjacent
windows and normalized at patch level to increase model robustness. Based on this,
they designed a CNN-based speech music classification model (Figure 4.4) that can
take audio as input and output a fame-level probability for each supported class (i.e
music and speech). These frame-level probabilities were then fed into a two-state Hid-
den Markov Model to infer the most likely sequence of hidden states.

Similar to the case of laughter detection, for the evaluation of inaSpeechSegmenter,
I take the original evaluation results from Doukhan et al. (2018b) as reference. In one
of their related studies on gender equality, they applied inaSpeechSegmenter to per-
form music-speech segmentation, and the segmented speech segments were used to
calculate percentage of female and male speaking time (Doukhan et al., 2018a). They
evaluated their method on the REPERE corpus (Giraudel et al., 2012) which contains
2,284 French speakers, and obtained a frame-level gender detection F-score of 96.52.

4.2. Text-based Methods

4.2.1. Text Emotion Recognition

Three different kinds of text feature input for text emotion recognition are explored
in this work: (1) tokenized and lemmatized word tokens, (2) BERT embeddings (in-
cluding both Sentence-BERT embeddings and BERT [CLS] token embeddings), and
(3) raw text.
1https://github.com/jrgillick/laughter-detection
2https://librosa.org/doc/main/generated/librosa.feature.mfcc.html
3https://github.com/ina-foss/inaSpeechSegmenter
4https://www.music-ir.org/mirex/wiki/MIREX_HOME
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Figure 4.4.: CNN speech music classification architecture. Source: Doukhan et al. (2018b).

Text Feature Input 1: Tokenized and Lemmatized Word Tokens

Lexicon-based methods are among the simplest, yet efficient, methods for text emo-
tion recognition. In general, lexicon-based methods make use of an emotion lexicon
to assign an emotion class, and probably an emotion intensity score as well, to each
word token that can be found in the lexicon. The emotion class (and score) of the
whole sentence is then decided by all its word tokens through mechanisms such as
weighted average, majority voting, etc. (Almatarneh and Gamallo, 2018).

In this work, two emotion lexicons are explored: NRC Emotion Lexicon5 and NRC
Emotion Intensity Lexicon6. NRC Emotion Lexicon contains 14,182 English words,
and each word is manually annotated via crowdsourcing on Mechanical Turk7 with
seven emotions (anger, anticipation, disgust, fear, joy, sadness, surprise, and trust)
(Mohammad and Turney, 2013). NRC Emotion Intensity Lexicon contains 9,922 En-
glish words, and each word is manually annotated via crowdsourcing with four basic
emotions (anger, fear, sadness, and joy) (Mohammad, 2018b). Table 4.2 shows the
word “liberty” and its corresponding entries in the two lexicons.

One common issue of lexicon-based methods is the word mismatch problem. In
order to address this problem and increase robustness of lexicon-based methods, ap-
propriate steps of tokenization and lemmatization are indispensable. In this work,
spaCy (Honnibal et al., 2020) is used for tokenization8 and lemmatization9.

TF-IDF, acronym for Term Frequency-Inverse Document Frequency, is a statistical
measure that reflects how important and representative a word is to a document with
respect to a corpus (Sammut and Webb, 2010). TF-IDF scores give more weight to
words that are uniquely frequent in a specific document and weigh less on words
that are highly frequFent in other documents. In particular, TF-IDF is the product of
two statistics: term frequency (TF) and inverse document frequency (IDF). The three

5https://saifmohammad.com/WebPages/NRC-Emotion-Lexicon.htm
6https://saifmohammad.com/WebPages/AffectIntensity.htm
7https://www.mturk.com/
8https://spacy.io/api/tokenizer
9https://spacy.io/api/lemmatizer
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Word Lexicon
Annotation

Emotion Score

“liberty”

NRC Emotion Lexicon

anger 0
anticipation 1
disgust 0
fear 0
joy 1
sadness 0
surprise 1
trust 1

NRC Emotion Intensity Lexicon

trust 0.547
anticipation 0.555
joy 0.486
surprise 0.312

Table 4.2.: Entries for the word “liberty” in NRC Emotion Lexicon and NRC Emotion Inten-
sity Lexicon.

statistics are calculated as follows:

TF(𝑡, 𝑑) = 𝑓𝑡,𝑑∑
𝑡 ′∈𝑑 𝑓𝑡 ′,𝑑

, IDF(𝑡, 𝐷) = log 𝑁

|{𝑑 ∈ 𝐷 : 𝑡 ∈ 𝑑}| , TF-IDF(𝑡, 𝑑, 𝐷) = tf(𝑡, 𝑑) · idf(𝑡, 𝐷)

where 𝑓𝑡,𝑑 is the raw count of term 𝑡 in document 𝑑 ,
∑

𝑡 ′∈𝑑 𝑓𝑡 ′,𝑑 is the raw count of all
terms in document 𝑑 , 𝑁 is the total number of documents in corpus 𝐷 , and |{𝑑 ∈ 𝐷 :
𝑡 ∈ 𝑑}| is the number of documents where term 𝑡 appears.

In this work, given a transcript that consists of many sentences, the transcript is
regarded as the corpus and sentences as documents. TF-IDF scores are calculated us-
ing the TfidfVectorizer function from scikit-learn.10 Then for each sentence, spaCy
is used for tokenization and lemmatization. The cleansed word tokens are compared
against a lexicon to obtain word emotion classes and scores, which are then weighted
using the TF-IDF scores to calculate the sentence emotion class and score. Figure 4.5
shows the process of using the two lexicons, NRC Emotion Lexicon and NRC Emotion
Intensity Lexicon, respectively, to obtain TF-IDF-weighted emotion class and score for
the sample sentence “I am watching this amazingly produced broadcast”.

Text Feature Input 2: BERT Embedding

Pre-trained word embeddings, normally trained on large corpora, are designed to cap-
ture (contextualized) semantic similarity between words, hence they are often used
for solving word-level tasks such as word-in-context disambiguation (You et al., 2021).
Similarly, pre-trained sentence embeddings capture sentence-level semantic relation-
ships between pieces of text.

BERT, acronym for Bidirectional Encoder Representations from Transformers, is
a state-of-the-art embedding model developed at Google (Devlin et al., 2019). BERT
has been designed to pre-train deep textual representations based on large unlabelled
datasets. Studies have shown that BERT embeddings can effectively extract contextu-
alized information from plain text (Huang et al., 2019; Du et al., 2019).

10https://scikit-learn.org/stable/modules/generated/sklearn.feature_extraction.text.TfidfVectorizer.
html
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Figure 4.5.: Lexicon-based text emotion recognition.

Because the focus of this work is to detect emotions (as a form of hotspot) at
sentence-level, effective sentence embeddings are of concern. In this work, two types
of sentence embeddings are explored: (1) the [CLS] token embedding, which BERT
generates as a representation for the whole sentence, and (2) the Sentence-BERT em-
bedding, which is generated by SentenceTransformers,11 a state-of-the-art Python
framework for BERT sentence embeddings (Reimers and Gurevych, 2019b). It is worth
mentioning that because different Sentence-BERT embedding models are trained for
different purposes (e.g. semantic textual similarity, paraphrasing, text summariza-
tion), while none of these models is explicitly trained for emotion detection, therefore,
in this work, a pre-study was carried out to examine and compare the performance
of different models on a small dataset for emotion detection. The pre-study results
show that two models, paraphrase-distil-roberta-base-v1 (trained for paraphrasing)
and stsb-roberta-base (trained for Quora duplicate questions detection), achieve rel-
atively better performance than others, and therefore they are adopted for emotion
detection in this work.

In this work, given a sentence as input, the BERT [CLS] token embedding and the
Sentence-BERT embedding of the sentence are generated, using the BERT embedding
model and the SentenceTransformers model, respectively. The generated embeddings
are both numerical vectors of size 768. The two sentence embedding vectors are fed
into a Multilayer Perceptron (MLP) to predict the emotion class of the sentence. Fig-
ure 4.6 shows the process of using the two different embedding models with a MLP
stacked on top to predict the emotion class for the sample sentence “I am watching
this amazingly produced broadcast”.

Text Feature Input 3: Raw Text

In this section, raw text (e.g. a whole sentence) is used as input for text emotion recog-
nition. The focus is to explore off-the-shelf text emotion recognition toolkits, which
can directly take raw text as input and predict the corresponding emotion class, func-
tioning like a black box without requiring any text pre-processing. These toolkits are

11https://www.sbert.net/
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Figure 4.6.: Using pre-trained embeddings for text emotion recognition.

designed based on various natural language processing and deep linguistic analysis
techniques to examine sentence structures and relationships between keywords, and
they are often trained on large and diverse datasets to increase model robustness
across different domains of text. In this work, two off-the-shelf toolkits are explored:
Text2Emotion and T5QASummaryEmotion.

Text2Emotion12 is a python package designed to process a piece of text and rec-
ognize the emotions embedded in it. Text2Emotion is compatible with five different
emotions: happy, angry, sad, surprise, and fear. Inside Text2Emotion, the emotion
recognition process consists of three steps:

1. Text Pre-processing: Cleanse the data by removing unwanted textual parts and
applying essential natural languague processing techniques.

2. Emotion Investigation: Detect emotions at word-level by finding words that
express emotions, identifying the emotion category of each word, and storing
the count of emotions found.

3. Emotion Analysis: Based on the emotions collected from the previous step, out-
put the prediction results as a dictionary, where the emotion categories are keys,
and the emotion scores are values. A higher emotion score indicates a higher
probability that the text belongs to the corresponding emotion category.

T5, which stands for Text-To-Text Transfer Transformer, is an extremely large neu-
ral network model developed by Google (Raffel et al., 2020). T5 is trained on a large
unlabelled dataset called C4, which stands for Colossal Clean Crawled Corpus (Dodge
et al., 2021), as well as various labelled datasets commonly used for different natural
language processing tasks. The goal of T5 is to create a uniform and shared trans-
fer learning framework, which combines all problems in natural language processing
into a single format, i.e. text-to-text format (Figure 4.7). The spirit of T5 is to allow
transfer learning to be applied in different natural language processing tasks, by pro-
viding a large model pre-trained on abundant unlabelled data with a self-supervised
task that can be later fine-tuned on smaller labelled datasets to achieve better results
on individual tasks.

12https://pypi.org/project/text2emotion/
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Figure 4.7.: T5’s shared text-to-text transfer learning framework that allows the samemodel
to be applied to different tasks, including translation (green), linguistic accept-
ability (red), sentence similarity (yellow), and summarization (blue). Source:
Roberts and Raffel (2020).

T5QASummaryEmotion13 is a fine-tuned version of T5.T5QASummaryEmotion
aims to solve three tasks: question answering (QA), summarization, and emotion de-
tection, and the following datasets have been used for fine-tuning the model:

• CoQa: A conversational question answering dataset (Reddy et al., 2019)

• Squad 2: The Stanford Question Answering Dataset (Rajpurkar et al., 2018)

• GoEmotions: A fine-grained emotion dataset (Demszky et al., 2020)

• CNN/DailyMail: A news article summarization dataset (See et al., 2017)

Enabled by the HuggingFace Transformers library, T5QASummaryEmotion can
take a piece of text as input and predicts the corresponding emotion class.

Evaluation of Text Emotion Recognition Methods

In this work, three datasets are used for training and evaluating different text emo-
tion recognition methods: Emotion Stimulus (Ghazi et al., 2015), SemEval-2018 Task
1 (Affect in Tweets) Dataset (Mohammad et al., 2018), and EmoInt (Mohammad and
Bravo-Marquez, 2017) (more details of the datasets can be found in Appendix A). The
three datasets are combined and shuffled, which altogether contain around 12,300
emotion-annotated sentences. 80% of the sentences are selected into the training set
for training the MLP classifiers which take pre-trained embeddings as input, 10% for
development, and the remaining 10% are used as the test set for evaluating all meth-
ods together. Because the three datasets have different emotion labels, they are inter-
sected to obtain four labels in common, which are joy, sadness, anger, and fear. Table
4.3 shows the training and test accuracies of different methods.

As shown in Table 4.3, the two off-the-shelf toolkits (Text2Emotion and T5QASu-
mmaryEmotion) have the lowest test accuracies. Using lexicon-based methods, with
tokenized and lemmatized word tokens as input, achieve significantly better results
than using the off-the-shelf toolkits. Using BERT [CLS] token embeddings as sentence
embeddings does not provide very good results, with an accuracy lower than the
simple lexicon-basedmethod using theNRCEmotion Intensity Lexicon.The Sentence-
BERT embeddings achieve better performance than all the other methods, with the
stsb-roberta-base model achieving a test accuracy of 85.95%. Given the difficulty and
subjectivity of the task of text emotion recognition, the stsb-roberta-base model’s
performance is quite impressive.
13https://huggingface.co/kiri-ai/t5-base-qa-summary-emotion
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Input Method Training Acc. (%) Test Acc. (%)
Tokenized and lemmatized
word tokens

NRC Emotion Lexicon N/A 67.36
NRC Emotion Intensity Lexicon N/A 77.27

Sentence-BERT embedding
(paraphrase- distilroberta-base-v1) Multilayer Perceptron 96.77 82.87

Sentence-BERT embedding
(stsb-roberta-base) Multilayer Perceptron 97.84 85.95

BERT [CLS] token embedding Multilayer Perceptron 97.95 73.96

Raw text Text2Emotion N/A 52.48
T5QASummaryEmotion N/A 59.92

Table 4.3.: Text emotion recognition accuracies.

Figure 4.8 shows the confusion matrices of the five text emotion recognition meth-
ods. It is observed from the confusionmatrices that different text recognitionmethods
reach a consensus on what the emotion joy is like (when expressed by text). This in-
teresting observation resonates with the famous quote by Leo Tolstoy from his novel
Anna Karenina:

All happy families are alike; each unhappy family is unhappy in its own
way.

Different text emotion recognition methods can surprisingly agree with each on iden-
tifying joy (“happy emotions are alike”) while disagreeing on other emotions (“each
unhappy emotion is unhappy in its own way”).

Figure 4.9 shows the precisions and recalls of the five text recognition methods.The
emotion joy has the highest precision for the first three methods and the highest recall
for the last four methods, which is consistent with the confusion matrices. Overall,
the third method, i.e. using an MLP as classifier that takes pre-trained Sentence-BERT
embeddings as input, has the best results over all emotions.

Figure 4.8.: Confusion matrices of the five text emotion recognition methods.

4.2.2. Text Arousal Detection

Two different kinds of text feature input for text arousal detection are explored in
this work: (1) tokenized and lemmatized word tokens, and (2) BERT embeddings (in-
cluding both Sentence-BERT embeddings and BERT [CLS] token embeddings). The
text arousal detection methods explored in this section are similar to the text emotion
recognition methods discussed in the previous section, except that arousal detection
aims at solving a regression problem while emotion recognition tries to solve a clas-
sification problem, that is, given a piece of text, the goals of the two tasks differ:

• Text Emotion Recognition: Predict the emotion class which is a discrete vari-
able.
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Figure 4.9.: Precisions (left) and recalls (right) of the five text emotion recognition methods.

• Text Arousal Detection: Estimate the arousal intensity which is a continuous
variable with a real value.

Text Feature Input 1: Tokenized and Lemmatized Word Tokens

Similar to Section 4.2.1, a lexicon-based method is explored for text arousal detec-
tion, where spaCy (Honnibal et al., 2020) is used for tokenization and lemmatization,
and TF-IDF scores are calculated as word weights. The lexicon used is the NRC Va-
lence, Arousal, and Dominance (VAD) Lexicon,14 that contains 20,008 English words
and their corresponding valence, arousal, and dominance scores, which is created by
manual annotation via crowdsourcing (Mohammad, 2018a). Table 2.2 from Section
2.5.2 shows the highest and lowest scores in the NRC VAD Lexicon. For the purpose
of this work, only arousal scores from the lexicon are used.

In this work, given a transcript that consists of many sentences, the transcript is
regarded as the corpus and sentences as documents. TF-IDF scores are calculated on
the transcript using scikit-learn as word token weights.15 Each sentence is tokenized
and lemmatized using spaCy. The cleansed word tokens are compared against the
NRC VAD Lexicon to obtain arousal scores, which are weighted using the TF-IDF
scores to calculate the sentence arousal score. Figure 4.10 shows the process of using
the NRC VAD Lexicon to obtain the TF-IDF-weighted arousal score for the sample
sentence “I am watching this amazingly produced broadcast”.

Text Feature Input 2: BERT Embedding

Similar to Section 4.2.1, two types of sentence embeddings are explored for text arousal
detection: (1) BERT [CLS] token embeddings, and (2) Sentence-BERT embeddings. For
Sentence-BERT embeddings, two different embedding models (the same as in Section
4.2.1), paraphrase-distilrobe-rta-base-v1 and stsb-roberta-base, are used and com-
pared.

In this work, given a sentence as input, its corresponding BERT [CLS] token em-
bedding and Sentence-BERT embedding are generated. The embeddings are then fed,

14https://saifmohammad.com/WebPages/nrc-vad.html
15https://scikit-learn.org/stable/modules/generated/sklearn.feature_extraction.text.TfidfVectorizer.

html
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Figure 4.10.: Lexicon-based text arousal detection.

respectively, into a regressor for training and evaluating an arousal detection model.
In this work, five different regressors are experimented with and compared against
one another: Ordinary-Least-Squares Linear Regressor, Epsilon-Support Vector
Regressor, St-ochastic Gradient Descent Regressor, Bayesian Ridge Regressor,
and Passive Aggressive Regressor. Figure 4.11 shows the process of using the two
different embedding models with a regressor stacked on top, respectively, to estimate
the arousal score for the sample sentence “I am watching this amazingly produced
broadcast”.

Figure 4.11.: Using pre-trained embeddings for text arousal detection.
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Evaluation of Text Arousal Detection Methods

In this work, the EmoBank dataset (Buechel and Hahn, 2017a) (more details of the
dataset can be found in Appendix A), which contains 10,062 arousal-annotated sen-
tences, is used for training and evaluating different arousal detection methods. 80%
of the sentences are selected into the training set for training the regressors which
take pre-trained embeddings as input, 10% for development, and the remaining 10%
are used as the test set for evaluating all methods together. Because arousal scores
are continuous values, accuracy is not an appropriate metric in this case. Instead, a
correlation coefficient should be used.

Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient (S-correlation) and Pearson correlation coef-
ficient (P-correlation) are two commonly used coefficients for measuring the correla-
tion between two variables. P-correlation is on true values and depicts linear, or abso-
lute, relationships, while S-correlation is on ranks and depicts monotonic, or relative,
relationships. In this work, when evaluating different text arousal detection meth-
ods, the goal is to measure, given a set of sentences with manually-annotated arousal
scores, howwell the rank of the true arousal scores correlates with the rank of arousal
scores estimated by a specific method. In this light, the S-correlation is a more appro-
priate metric for the purpose of this work, because the goal of arousal detection is to
identify segments where arousal is stronger, i.e. with a more highly ranked arousal
score, than other segments, while the absolute value of the arousal score is not im-
portant. Therefore, as long as an arousal detection method can accurately predict the
relative rank of arousal scores for different segments, it is considered to be effective.
In this case, S-correlation can be used for evaluation.

For a sample with size 𝑛, the S-correlation 𝑟𝑠 is calculated by first converting the 𝑛
raw scores 𝑋𝑖 , 𝑌𝑖 into corresponding rank variables rg𝑋𝑖

, rg𝑌𝑖 and then computed as:

𝑟𝑠 =
cov(rg𝑋 , rg𝑌 )

𝜎rg𝑋𝜎rg𝑌

where cov(rg𝑋 , rg𝑌 ) is the covariance of the rank variables, and 𝜎rg𝑋 and 𝜎rg𝑌 are
standard deviations of the rank variables. Table 4.4 shows the training (if applicable)
and test Spearman’s rank correlation coefficients for different methods.

As shown in Table 4.4, the Bayesian Ridge Regressor (BRR) has the best perfor-
mance for all three kinds of embeddings, and Sentence-BERT embeddings generated
by the stsb-roberta-base model have the highest test Spearman’s rank correlation
coefficient, with a coefficient value of 0.4359. In contrast, the Epsilon-Support Vector
Regressor (SVR) tends to overfit to the training data without generalizing well to the
test data.

4.2.3. Pull-Quote Selection

As discussed in Section 2.5.3, a pull-quote (PQ) refers to a thought-provoking span of
text extracted from an article. A PQ is usually attractive and intriguing, emphasizing
a strong emotion by reinforcing certain aspects of an article and hence creating a
strong entrypoint for the audience (Stovall, 1997; Holmes, 2016). Studies have shown
that a higher frequency of PQ is positively related to a higher rating of enjoyment
and attractiveness (Wanta and Gao, 1994; Wanta and Remy, 1995). Therefore, in this
work, PQ is also chosen as one potential candidate for hotspot.

Bohn and Ling (2020) formulate pull-quote selection as a binary classification prob-
lem: given a document, for each sentence in the document, a classification model
predicts the sentence to be of class pull-quote or non pull-quote (a document can have
more than one pull-quote). Their best-performing model is called C-deep, which takes
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Input Method Training S-c. Test S-c.
Tokenized and lemmatized
word tokens

NRC VAD
Lexicon N/A 0.3478

Sentence-BERT embedding
(paraphrase-distilroberta-base-v1)

OLS LR 0.5489 0.4151
SVR 0.9070 0.4299
SGDR 0.4792 0.4136
BRR 0.5276 0.4353
PAR 0.4111 0.3239

Sentence-BERT embedding
(stsb-roberta-base)

OLS LR 0.5474 0.4194
SVR 0.9008 0.4043
SGDR 0.4529 0.3459
BRR 0.5188 0.4359
PAR 0.4072 0.3296

BERT [CLS] token embedding

OLS LR 0.5084 0.4059
SVR 0.7454 0.4151
SGDR 0.4161 0.3780
BRR 0.4610 0.4256
PAR 0.4072 0.3541

Table 4.4.: Spearman’s rank correlation coefficients for different text arousal detection
methods. S-c.: Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient, OLS LR: Ordinary-
Least-Squares Linear Regressor, SVR: Epsilon-Support Vector Regressor, SGDR:
Stochastic Gradient Descent Regressor, BRR: Bayesian Ridge Regressor, PAR:
Passive Aggressive Regressor.

a sentence embedding and a document embedding as input, and predicts whether
the sentence is a pull-quote of the document. The sentence embedding is generated
using the Sentence-BERT embedding model (Reimers and Gurevych, 2019a), and the
document embedding is obtained by averaging all sentence embeddings from the ar-
ticle. When fed into the C-deep model, the sentence embedding and the document
embedding are first passed through a series of densely connected layers, of which the
outputs are combined in a mixture-of-expert manner, where each “expert” is respon-
sible for making prediction suitable to a specific genre of documents. The predictions
generated by different experts are passed to a gating mechanism to produce the final
weighted prediction. Figure 4.12 shows the structure of the C-deep model and how
the mixture-of-expert is combined with a gating mechanism to generate the weighted
prediction.

In this work, we extend the work of Bohn and Ling (2020) by adding a new dataset
for fine-tuning the C-deep model. Originally, the C-deep model was trained on four
datasets: National Post, The Intercept, Ottawa Citizen, and Cosmopolitan, which are
all resourced from online news outlets (more details of the datasets can be found in
Appendix A). For each article from the datasets, the article body is considered as the
document, and the pulled texts augmented by the editor are considered as pull-quotes.
The C-deep model is trained to predict, given an article, whether an article sentence
is a pull-quote or not.

However, given the conversational nature of podcasts, the C-deep model trained
on news articles is likely to face the problem of domain mismatch when applied
to podcasts. Therefore, another dataset, the Cornell Movie-Quotes Corpus (Danescu-
Niculescu-Mizil et al., 2012), is used for fine-tuning the model. The Cornell Movie-
Quotes Corpus consists of 1,068 movie scripts and more than 6,000 one-line memo-
rable quotes from the movies. Considering the fact that, compared with a news article,
a movie script is more similar to a podcast episode transcript, the fine-tuned C-deep
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Figure 4.12.: C-deep model for pull-quote selection using mixture-of-expert manner
weighted by a gating mechanism.

model is expected to perform better on the podcast dataset compared to the original
model. Table 4.5 shows statistics on the five datasets.

Dataset No. of Document No. of Pull-Quote
Average No. of Pull-
Quote per Document Purpose

National Post 11,112 16,307 1.47 Training
The Intercept 1,183 2,671 2.26 Training
Ottawa Citizen 1,066 1,087 1.02 Training
Cosmopolitan 1,267 2,360 2.08 Training
Cornell Movie
Quotes Corpus 1,068 6,282 5.88 Fine-tuning

Table 4.5.: Datasets for training and fine-tuning the C-deep pull-quote selection model.

In their work, Bohn and Ling (2020) adopted Area Under Curve (AUC), i.e. area
under the receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve, as their evaluation metric, as
AUC is commonly used for measuring the diagnostic ability of a binary classification
model. We keep using the same metric in this work, and Table 4.6 shows the AUC
scores of the C-deep model before and after fine-tuning. As shown in Table 4.6, the
C-deep model performs well on the news article test set but poorly on the movie test
set (which is not included in the training set) before fine-tuning. After fine-tuning,
the C-deep model improves significantly on selecting pull-quotes from the movie test
set.

Model Evaluation Set 𝑨𝑼𝑪𝒂𝒗𝒈

C-deep Held-out news article test set 78.7
C-deep Held-out movie script test set 56.2
Fine-tuned C-deep Held-out movie script test set 76.3

Table 4.6.: AUC scores of the C-deep model before and after fine-tuning.

4.3. Feature Analysis

In the previous section, various methods for hotspot detection are introduced. Also
recall that in Section 3.5, a sample set of podcasts has been constructed, which con-
sists of 855 random episodes from the Spotify Podcast Dataset. When applying the
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previously-introduced hotspot detection methods to the sample set, each method gen-
erates the corresponding feature. In order to provide a better understanding of how
these different features correlate with one another, as well as how they explain the
variance of the sample set, in this section, two analyses are performed on these fea-
tures: (1) correlation analysis, and (2) Principal Component Analysis (PCA). Podcasts
in the sample set are split into sentences (following the pre-processing steps described
in Section 3.6), and then the methods are applied to each of the sentences to generate
the corresponding feature values.

4.3.1. Correlation Analysis

Figure 4.13 shows the correlation graph of different features generated using different
hotspot detection methods. For succinctness, only a subgroup of features are included
in the graph.

In the graph, there are three groups of features that show a strong correlation rela-
tionship:

• Features from pcm_intensity_sma_max to pcm_loudness_sma_amean (acoustic
features extracted using openEAR)

• Features from F0_sma_max to F0env_sma_amean (acoustic features extracted
using openEAR)

• Features from lspFreq_sma_0_max to pcm_zcr_sma_amean (acoustic features
extracted using openEAR)

Moreover, there are six features that moderately correlate with all the other fea-
tures:

• arousal_VAD_lexicon (text arousal score predicted using NRC VAD Lexicon)

• arousal_SBERT_brr (text arousal score predicted using Sentence-BERT embed-
dings with Bayesian Ridge Regressor)

• EIL_score (text emotion score predicted using NRC Emotion Intensity Lexicon)

• EL_score (text emotion score predicted using NRC Emotion Lexicon)

• SBERT_mlp_score (text emotion score predicted using Sentence-BERT embed-
dings with Multilayer Perceptron)

• CNN_transformer_softmax (speech emotion softmax score predicted using mel
spectrograms with sequenced-CNN-Transformer)

4.3.2. Principal Component Analysis

Figure 4.14 shows the results of applying Principal Component Analysis (PCA) to
feature values generated using different hotspot detection methods. I chose to take
ten principal components (PC’s), and Table 4.7 shows the ratios of explained data
variance by the ten PC’s, respectively, as well as the total ratio of explained variance
by all ten PC’s.

PC 1 PC 2 PC 3 PC 4 PC 5 PC 6 PC 7 PC 8 PC 9 PC 10 1-10 PC’s
0.2368 0.0901 0.0695 0.0540 0.0488 0.0396 0.0354 0.0266 0.0230 0.0217 0.6456

Table 4.7.: Ratios of explained data variance by the ten PC’s.
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Figure 4.13.: The correlation graph of features generated using a selected group of
hotspot detection methods. arousal_VAD_lexicon: text arousal score pre-
dicted using NRC VAD Lexicon; arousal_SBERT_brr: text arousal score
predicted using Sentence-BERT embeddings with Bayesian Ridge Regres-
sor; t2e_emo and t2e_score: text emotion class and score predicted using
Text2Emotion; EIL_emo and EIL_score: text emotion class and score pre-
dicted usingNRCEmotion Intensity Lexicon;EL_emo andEL_score: text emo-
tion class and score predicted using NRC Emotion Lexicon; t5_emo: text emo-
tion class predicted using T5QASummaryEmotion; SBERT_mlp_emo and
SBERT_mlp_score: text emotion class and score predicted using Sentence-
BERT embeddings with Multilayer Perceptron; openEAR_svc_emo and ope-
nEAR_svc_score: speech emotion class and score predicted using openEAR
acoustic features with Support Vector Classifier; openEAR_mlp_emo and
openEAR_mlp_score: speech emotion class and score predicted using open-
EAR acoustic features with Multilayer Perceptron; CNN_transformer_emo
and CNN_transformer_softmax: speech emotion class and softmax score
predicted using mel spectrograms with sequenced-CNN-Transformer; pull-
quote: pull-quote score predicted using C-deep model; word per minute:
utterance-level word-per-minute; turn-taking: segment-level number of turn-
taking; from pcm_intensity_sma_max to pcm_zcr_sma_amean: a sub-
group of acoustic features extracted by openEAR.
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Figure 4.14.: PCA results of features generated using a selected group of hotspot detection
methods.

Overall, from the correlation graph (Figure 4.13), it’s observed that most features
exhibit a moderate level of correlation with other features, while a few features, such
as the pull-quote score, do not correlate with other features at all. This indicates that
the features generated by differentmethods capture quite different and diverse aspects
of the content being analyzed (i.e. podcast audio and transcript), and no significant
signal of overlapping or multicollinearity is observed. Even though in this work, only
a few methods will be adopted in the final system, the correlation graph shows that
the various methods explored in this work capture quite different features of the data,
and therefore in future studies it would be meaningful to combine these methods, in
an ensembling manner, to form a more comprehensive feature representation.

The PCA results show that the data variance explained by different features is quite
spread-out, and there is no dominating feature that accounts for a much larger ratio of
data variance than others. When ten PC’s are considered, the total ratio of explained
data variance is only around 65%. This is consistent with the results obtained from
the correlation analysis, verifying that different features capture different aspects, or
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characteristics, of the data, and each feature carries distinctively different information.
Overall, the methods explored in this work generate a large and comprehensive set
of features that form a diverse and complex representation of the podcast data.

4.4. Genre Analysis

In this section, I examine the results of applying a small selected group of best-performing
hotspot detection methods to five different podcast episodes, each episode belonging
to a different genre, in order to understandwhether genre will affect hotspot detection
results.

Based on the evaluation results in the previous section, for each category of hotspot
detection methods (except for music detection and laughter detection), two best per-
forming methods are selected (except for pull-quote selection where only one method
is selected), which results in five text-based and two audio-based hotspot detection
methods, as shown in Table 4.8:

Method Input Method / Model Performance

text_emotion_lexicon
Tokenized and lemmatized
word tokens

NRC Emotion
Intensity Lexicon 77.27% Test Acc.

text_emotion_SBERT Sentence-BERT embeddings Multilayer
Perceptron 85.95% Test Acc.

text_arousal_lexicon
Tokenized and lemmatized
word tokens NRC VAD Lexicon 0.3478 Spearman

Corr.

text_arousal_SBERT Sentence-BERT embeddings Bayesian Ridge
Regressor

0.4359 Spearman
Corr.

text_pull-quote Sentence-BERT embeddings Fine-tuned
C-deep model 76.3 AUC

audio_emotion_openEAR Acoustic features extracted by openEAR Support-Vector
Machine 72.76 % Test Acc.

audio_emotion_Transformer Mel Spectrograms Sequenced-CNN
-Transformer 77.56 % Test Acc.

Table 4.8.: A small selected group of best-performing hotspot detection methods.

Each of the seven methods is applied to five podcast episodes, which belong to
five different genres: True Crime, Comedy, Science, Food, and History. The results are
shown in Figure 4.15, where for each episode, all feature values are re-scaled to the
same range.

As shown in Figure 4.15, there are three methods whose feature values tend to con-
sistently co-peak with one another: audio_emotion_Transformer, text_arousal_lexicon,
and text_arousal_lexicon, amongwhich themethod of audio_emotion_Transformer has
the best performance in terms of its evaluationmetric (i.e. test accuracy).The other fea-
ture values are either lacking in volatility (i.e. do not respond actively to the podcast
data) or do not exhibit a specific pattern (i.e. text_pull-quote). Therefore, the method
of audio_emotion_Transformer, i.e. sequenced-CNN-Transformer taking mel spectro-
grams as input, is selected as one hotspot detection method to be used in the trailer
generation system in the next chapter (the other two methods also adopted in the sys-
tem is the music detection method (Section 4.1.3) and the laughter detection method
(Section 4.1.2)).

I then apply the method of audio_emotion_Transformer to the same five episodes
again, this time with a focus on detecting emotion states throughout the episodes.
Each episode is split into many audio clips, where each audio clip is corresponding
to a complete utterance. Each audio clip is then converted into a series of mel spec-
trograms and fed into the sequenced-CNN-Transformer to predict the emotion class
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Figure 4.15.: Results of applying the seven best-performing hotspot detection methods to
five episodes of different genres (True Crime, Comedy, Science, Food, and His-
tory).
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(more details of this process will be discussed in Section 5.1). Distributions of different
emotions over time for different episodes are shown in Figure 4.16.

Figure 4.16.: Results of applying the method of audio_emotion_Transformer to detect emo-
tion distributions over time for five episodes of different genres (True Crime,
Comedy, Science, Food, and History).

As shown in Figure 4.16, different genres have distinctively different emotion distri-
butions. Table 4.9 shows, for each genre, the top two emotions detected by the method
of audio_emotion_Transformer.

Genre
Emotion with the highest
percentage of time distribution

Emotion with the second highest
percentage of time distribution

True Crime disgust sad
Comedy happy surprise
Science surprise disgust
Food surprise sad
History sad disgust

Table 4.9.: Top two emotions (in terms of detected percentage of time duration) for five
episodes of different genres (True Crime, Comedy, Science, Food, and History).

To conclude, in this chapter, different hotspot detection methods are designed and
compared. These methods are grouped into different categories based on the target
output, resulting in six major groups of methods: speech emotion recognition, music
detection, laughter detection, text emotion recognition, text arousal detection, and
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pull-quote selection. The first three groups are audio-based methods, and the last
three groups are text-based. Each group of methods are evaluated separately, using
datasets and metric that are the most suitable for that specific method group. Features
generated by different methods are compared and analyzed together using correlation
analysis and Principal Component Analysis, so as to better understand the underlying
relationships between different features.

For each group of methods (except for music detection and laughter detection), two
best-performing methods (except for pull-quote selection where only one method is
selected) are selected based on the respective evaluation results. This leads to in total
seven best-performing methods: text_emotion_lexicon and text_emotion_SBERT from
the text emotion recognition group; text_arousal_lexicon and text_arousal_SBERT from
the text arousal detection group; text_pull-quote from the pull-quote selection group;
audio_emotion_openEAR and audio_emotion_Transformer from the speech emotion
recognition group.Thesemethods are applied to episodes of five different genres (True
Crime, Comedy, Science, Food, and History) to see how well they perform on podcast
data and how they respond distinctively to different genres. It’s observed that au-
dio_emotion_Transformer, text_arousal_lexicon, and text_arousal_lexicon exhibit con-
sistent affective patterns over different episodes, which indicates that these three
methods are capable of capturing consistent affective features from the podcast data,
while the other methods are tranquillized and fail to capture any significant affective
pattern from, or actively respond to, the podcast data. Combining these observations
with the respective evaluation results of different method groups, the method of au-
dio_emotion_Transformer (Section 4.1.1) is selected as one hotspot detection method
to be used in the trailer generation system in the next chapter (the other two meth-
ods also adopted in the system is the music detection method (Section 4.1.3) and the
laughter detection method (Section 4.1.2)). Furthermore, I also applied the method of
audio_emotion_Transformer to the same five episodes, with a focus on detecting emo-
tion distributions over time, and observed that the obtained results are intuitive and
consistent with human perception (e.g. for a crime episode, the two mostly detected
emotions are disgust and sad), confirming that this method generalizes well to the
podcast data.

In the next chapter, the audio_emotion_Transformer method will be incorporated
into the Hotspot Detection Component of the automatic podcast trailer generation sys-
tem for detecting the most emotionally salient segments. Moreover, recall from Sec-
tion 3.3 that according to the Freytag’s pyramid, a complete narrative arc should con-
tain not only the climax (i.e. hotspots) but also other dramatic stages. Moreover, it
has been explained in Section 3.3 that in this work, the rising and falling actions from
the Freytag’s pyramid are replaced by music, and thus, the music detection method
from Section 4.1.3 will also be used in the system (incorporated into the Music Detec-
tion Component). Last but not least, considering the fact that for the comedy genre, a
trailer that is laughter-provokingmight bemore representative of the original episode
in terms of vibe and style, and therefore the laughter detection method from Section
4.1.2 will be incorporated into the Laughter Detection Component of the trailer gener-
ation system to specifically address the comedy genre.
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5. System Design and Implementation:
Trailer Generation System

In this chapter, three hotspot detection methods selected from Chapter 4 (i.e. the
speech emotion recognition method of audio_emotion_Transformer, the music detec-
tion method, and the laughter detection method) are incorporated to construct an
automatic podcast trailer generation system. This system takes the audio of a pod-
cast episode as input, extracts attention-grabbing segments from a random podcast
episode, and uses these segments to automatically generate a trailer that is around 1
minute long.

In particular, the three methods selected from the previous chapter are: (1) the
speech emotion recognitionmethod usingmel spectrograms as inputwith the sequenced-
CNN-Transformer neural network as classifier (i.e. audio_emotion_Transformer), (2)
the laughter detection method using the laughter-detection software, and (3) the mu-
sic detection method using the inaSpeechSegmenter software.The system consists of
four major components: Hotspot Detection Component, Laughter Detection Component,
Music Detection Component, and Topical Center Detection Component. The speech emo-
tion recognition method is incorporated into the Hotspot Detection Component, the
music detection method into the Music Detection Component, and the laughter detec-
tion method into the Laughter Detection Component. The Topical Center Detection
Component, while not directly adopting any method from Chapter 4, takes inspira-
tion from the pull-quote selection method (Section 4.2.3). The segments selected by
different components are coordinated and re-arranged into a trailer using a standard
schema, as inspired by the Freytag’s pyramid in Section 3.3. In the remaining parts
of this chapter, I describe the details of each component as well as the schema, and I
conclude the chapter by explaining the workflow of the whole system.

5.1. Hotspot Detection Component

Given the audio of a podcast episode, it is first transcribed using Google Cloud Speech-
to-Text API1 to generate the corresponding transcript.The audio and the transcript are
then synchronously segmented into pairs of sentences and utterances (more details on
the segmentation process can be found in Section 3.6). For each audio segment, a three-
second window is slid through it, generating a series of three-second audio clips. Each
three-second audio clip is converted to a mel spectrogram and fed into the sequenced-
CNN-Transformer neural netowrk to predict the emotion class, and the softmax value
is used as the emotion score. The emotion class of the whole audio segment is then
decided by the majority voting of all its constituent three-second audio clips, and the
emotion score of the audio segment is the mean of all three-second audio clips’ scores
whose emotion class is the same as the majority. Finally, all audio segments will be
ranked based on their emotion classes and scores, where the ranking rules are the
so-called genre-specific recipes, as shown in Algorithm 1.

Based on the recipes, the genre parameter will prioritize those audio segments with
an emotion class that is suitable to be used in the trailer based on the genre of the

1https://cloud.google.com/speech-to-text/docs/video-model
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Algorithm 1: Genre-specific Recipes
Input :Audio segments with predicted emotion classes and scores
Result: Ranked audio segments (i.e. Hotspots)
if genre = crime then

Rank audio segments by fear → sad → disgust → anger, the remaining ranked
by emotion scores (i.e. softmax values)

else if genre = comedy then
Rank audio segments by happy→ surprise, the remaining ranked by emotion
scores (i.e. softmax values)

else if genre = science then
Rank audio segments by surprise→ disgust, the remaining ranked by emotion
scores (i.e. softmax values)

else if genre = food then
Rank audio segments by surprise→ happy→ disgust → sad, the remaining
ranked by emotion scores (i.e. softmax values)

else if genre = history then
Rank audio segments by surprise→ disgust → happy→ sad, the remaining
ranked by emotion scores (i.e. softmax values)

else
Rank audio segments by emotion scores (i.e. softmax values)

end if

input episode in terms of vibe. For example, if the episode belongs to the genre of
crime, then its audio segmentswith a higher emotion score of emotion classes fear, sad,
disgust, or anger will be ranked higher, and the audio segments with other emotions
will be ranked lower. This genre-specific ranking algorithm is to make sure that not
only emotions are detected from an episode, but also that only audio segments with
suitable emotions, in terms of vibe, are added to the trailer.

The output of the Hotspot Detection Component is a ranked list of all the audio
segments from the episode. The ranking is based on both the emotion classes and
the emotion scores of the audio segments, and is also affected by the input episode
genre via genre-specific recipes, where segments that match the vibe of the original
episode and have higher emotion scores are ranked higher, and segments that do not
match the vibe of the original episode and have lower emotion scores are ranked
lower. Figure 5.1 shows the structure of the Hotspot Detection Component.

5.2. Laughter Detection Component

The Laugher Detection Component will only be activated if the genre of the input
episode is comedy.

Given the audio of a podcast episode and its transcript, the audio is fed into the
laughter-detector to identify laughter segments. However, an audio segment that
contains only laughter does not provide any information on the context, e.g. what
people are laughing about or what people discuss before and after laughing. There-
fore, the identified laughter segments are then compared against the transcript to
retrieve an utterance preceding and succeeding the laughter, respectively. These ut-
terances are considered as the laughter contexts, which are then concatenated to the
laughter segments to form contextualied laughter segments and output from the Laugh-
ter Detection Component. Figure 5.2 shows the structure of the Laughter Detection
Component.
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Figure 5.1.: Hotspot Detection Component of the automatic podcast trailer generation sys-
tem.
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Figure 5.2.: Laughter Detection Component of the automatic podcast trailer generation sys-
tem.
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5.3. Music Detection Component

Given the audio of a podcast episode and its transcript, the audio is fed into the
inaSpeechSegmenter to identify music and speech segments. The speech segments
are discarded by the component, and the music segments are ranked by length. The
Music Detection Component will output a length-based rank of all music segments
from the episode, which is shown in Figure 5.3.

Figure 5.3.:Music Detection Component of the automatic podcast trailer generation sys-
tem.

5.4. Topical Center Detection Component

This component is inspired by the pull-quote selection method (Section 4.2.3) to use
Sentence-BERT embeddings formeasuring semantic centrality. Given the synchronous
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audio and transcript segments of a podcast episode (more details on the process of syn-
chronous segmentation can be found in Section 3.6), each transcript segment (i.e. sen-
tence) that is within the first three minutes of the episode is passed into the Sentence-
BERT embeddingmodel to generate the corresponding sentence embedding.The creator-
provided description is passed into the Sentence-BERT embedding model to generate
the document embedding. Then each sentence embedding is compared against the doc-
ument embedding to calculate the cosine similarity score. The sentence with the high-
est similarity score is selected as the topical center of the episode. Finally, the topical
center is mapped against the transcript to retrieve one sentence preceding and suc-
ceeding the topical center, respectively.These sentences are considered as the contexts
of the topical center and are concatenated to the topical center to form the contextu-
alied topical center and output from the Topical Center Detection Component. Figure
5.4 shows the structure of the Topical Center Detection Component.

Figure 5.4.: Topical Center Detection Component of the automatic podcast trailer genera-
tion system.

5.5. Schema

Segments extracted by the four components are then passed to the Trailer Generation
Schema, which is responsible for selecting and re-arranging the segments selected by
the four components into a trailer.
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Recall that in Section 3.3, the Freytag’s pyramid describes the most essential stages
of a novel or a drama, and in this work, the Freytag’s pyramid is adapted into its
trailer-version, i.e. a Schema that is suitable for shorter works such as trailers. In this
Schema, the climax are the hotspots, the rising and falling actions are music (to avoid
overstuffing too much information within a short period of time), and the exposition
is the introduction (i.e. topical center) which is placed after the rising action of mu-
sic (opposite to the Freytag’s pyramid), such that the trailer will have music in the
beginning and thus increases enjoyability. Moreover, if the input episode is of genre
comedy, then the emotional hotspots will be replaced by the contextualized laughter
segments, so as to generate a laughter-provoking trailer that is representative of the
original episode in terms of vibe. The details of the Schema is shown in Algorithm 2.

Algorithm 2: Trailer Composition Schema
Input :Segments from the four components
Result: A trailer for the episode
duration← 0;
trailer += 1st music segment;
duration += len(1st music segment);
trailer += contextualized topical center segment;
duration += len(contextualized topical center segment);
i← 1;
while duration ≤ 1 minute do

trailer += transition music;
duration += len(transition music);
if genre ≠ comedy then

trailer += i-th hotspot segment;
duration += len(i-th hotspot segment);

else
trailer += i-th laughter segment;
duration += len(i-th laughter segment);

end
i += 1;

end
trailer += 2nd music segment;
duration += len(2nd music segment);

The Schema controls both the order of segments being added to the trailer as well
as the total length of the trailer. The final output from the Schema is a trailer that is
around 1 minute long (the trailer is actually slightly longer than 1 minute due to the
second music segment added to the end of the trailer). The Schema is visualized in
Figure 5.5.

5.6. Automatic Podcast Trailer Generation System

Combining the four components as well as the schema, the automatic podcast trailer
generation system is depicted in Figure 5.6, which takes the audio of a podcast episode
as input (shown at the top of Figure 5.6), and outputs a trailer for the episode (shown
at the bottom of Figure 5.6).
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Figure 5.5.: Trailer Composition Schema of the automatic podcast trailer generation system.

Figure 5.6.: Automatic Podcast Trailer Generation System.
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6. Evaluation

In this chapter, I discuss two evaluation approaches for the automatic podcast trailer
generation system proposed in the previous chapter. In Section 6.1, the common eval-
uation approaches used in movie trailer generation are reviewed, and then in Section
6.2 and Section 6.3, the two podcast trailer evaluation approaches used in this work,
namely the 1-to-1 interview evaluation and the larger-scale human evaluation, are
discussed. Finally, in Section 6.4, evaluation results of the two approaches are ana-
lyzed.

6.1. Common Approaches for Movie Trailer Evaluation

In movie trailer evaluation, the common approaches can be grouped into three cat-
egories: (1) automatic evaluation, (2) evaluation against leading competitors, and (3)
human evaluation.

Automatic evaluation is to evaluate the generated trailers using a specific assess-
ment framework which will automatically generate an assessment score. For example,
the Semi-automatic Video Assessment System (Martins and Correia, 2017) is a frame-
work that extracts a set of aesthetics-related visual features (e.g. luminance, colour-
fulness, optical flow) and feeds them into a Support Vector Machine to decide the
degree of aesthetics and attractiveness of the target trailer. However, for audio trail-
ers, such automatic evaluation system does not exist, and therefore it is difficult to
automatically evaluate the generated podcast trailers.

Evaluation against leading competitors is to evaluate the trailers generated using
the target system against trailers generated using other leading competitor systems.
For example, in movie trailer generation, there are several existing automatic movie
trailer generation systems that can be compared against one another, such as V2T (Irie
et al., 2010b), Muvee1, and PPBVAM (Xu et al., 2015). However, most of the studies on
automatic audio trailer generation are still at the initial stage, and even though there
are a few off-the-shelf softwares that aim at extracting the most attractive parts from
an audio, they are still being explored experimentally and are not accessible by the
public, hence not applicable for evaluation in this work.

Human evaluation is to invite human evaluators to listen to the generated trailers,
and evaluate the trailers by answering certain questions or providing relevant feed-
back. This approach is more expensive and time-consuming compared to the other
two approaches, however, it provides more information on how different individuals
like or dislike certain aspects of the generated trailers, as well as offers more insights
into the underlying reasons. More importantly, human evaluation allows for the ob-
servation of different human evaluators’ reactions to the trailers, which also provides
a better understanding of whether or not the trailers achieve certain goals. Therefore,
in this work, the human evaluation approach is adopted for podcast trailer evaluation.

1https://www.muvee.com/
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6.2. Evaluation Approach 1: 1-to-1 Interview Evaluation

In this approach, 15 podcast episodes are randomly selected from the Spotify Podcast
Dataset, which belong to five different genres: crime, comedy, science, food, and history
(i.e. each genre has three episodes). For each episode, two trailers are produced for
evaluation:

• Baseline Trailer: First 90 seconds of the episode. This is the part of an episode
that is the most accessible by potential listeners, and is most often used by users
to gauge if they will continue to listen to the whole episode.

• Generated Trailer: Trailer generated using the proposed system.

I invited 24 human evaluators with different podcast listening experiences and pref-
erences to have 1-to-1 interviews. In the beginning of each interview, I asked the
evaluator several questions about his/her personal podcast listening background and
preferences, such as “How often do you listen to podcasts?” and “Do you often listen
to the same podcast show(s), or explore different shows?’’. These questions help me to
build a more complete profile of the evaluator. Then I randomly selected one episode
from each genre, and I let the evaluator listen to the baseline trailer and the generated
trailer for that episode. This was repeated for all five genres, so that each evaluator
listened to 2 × 5 = 10 trailers in total. To avoid assessment bias, the two trailers for
each episode were randomly shuffled, so that the evaluator did not know if he/she
was listening to the baseline trailer or the generated trailer.

After listening to the two trailers for each episode, the evaluator was then asked
to perform relative judgement of the two trailers. In particular, they were asked three
questions, based onwhich they needed to score the two trailers respectively.The three
questions are shown below:

1. From 1 to 7 (1 is the lowest and 7 is the highest), how would you score the two
trailers, respectively, in terms of being intriguing, i.e. they entice you to listen
to the full episode?

2. From 1 to 7, how would you score the two trailers, respectively, in terms of vibe,
i.e. you believe they are representative of the true atmosphere of the episode?

3. From 1 to 7, how would you score the two trailers, respectively, in terms of use-
fulness for decision making, i.e. they provide extra information (e.g. narrative
style, monologue/dialogue, tone, speaking rate, background music, audio qual-
ity, etc.) that helps you to decide whether or not you will listen to the episode
afterwards?

The three questions focus two aspects, i.e. aesthetics and functionality, of a trailer,
by evaluating (1) how well the trailers intrigue, or entice, users to listen to the whole
episodes (functionality), (2) howwell the trailers provide a pleasing and representative
listening experience by capturing the essence of the episodes’ vibes (aesthetics), and (3)
whether or not the trailers help users to decide if they will dive into the episodes (func-
tionality). The scoring scale used in the questions is the 7-point Likert Scale, known to
be themost accurate among all Likert Scales, which offers 7 different response options
that would be sufficiently distinct for the evaluators, providing a better reflection of
their true opinions.2

2https://www.formpl.us/blog/point-likert-scale
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6.3. Evaluation Approach 2: Larger-scale Human Evaluation

In order to understand how well the system can scale up and be applied to a broader
range of genres (not restricted to the five genres explored in this project, i.e. crime,
comedy, science, food, and history), I applied the system to 98 randompodcast episodes
and generated 98 trailers, which belong to ten different genres: music, religion and
spirituality, health and fitness, business and technology, kids and family, educational,
TV and film, fiction, stories, and crime.

In order to further avoid assessment bias, anyone who knows about the details
of this work (including myself) was not involved in the evaluation process. Instead,
the whole evaluation process was carried out by a Data Curation team at Spotify.
They invited different human evaluators to evaluate the 98 trailers generated by the
proposed system from the following five perspectives, and for each perspective, a
score of “Good”, “OK”, or “Bad’ was assigned’:

1. Beginning cutpoint

2. Ending cutpoint

3. Summarize the content

4. Capture the essence of content

5. Entice the listener to continue listening to the content

6.4. Evaluation Results

6.4.1. Results of Evaluation Approach 1: 1-to-1 Interview Evaluation

Figures 6.1 - 6.3 show how the evaluators from the 1-to-1 interviews score the baseline
and the generated trailers based on the three questions.

Figure 6.1.: Evaluation results of the first question of evaluation approach 1 (intriguingness).
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Figure 6.2.: Evaluation results of the second question of evaluation approach 1 (vibe).

Figure 6.3.: Evaluation results of the third question of the evaluation approach 1 (decision
making).

The evaluation results of the first question (intriguingness) show that the generated
trailers perform exceptionally well for the crime and food genres in terms of being in-
triguing. Overall, the generated trailers receive higher scores than the baseline trailers
for all five genres, while the disadvantage is the least obvious for the history genre.

The evaluation results of the second question (vibe) show that for the crime, comedy,
and food genres, the generated trailers far outperform the baseline trailers in terms of
providing a good vibe and being aesthetically pleasant. The advantage is smaller for
the science and history genres, but still, the generated trailers receive overall higher
scores than the baseline trailers for all five genres.

The evaluation results of the third question (usefulness for decision making) show a
significant advantage of the generated trailers over the baseline trailers for the food
genre in terms of providing sufficient information for making a decision on whether
to continue listening to the full episode.

In a nutshell, the 1-to-1 Interview evaluation results indicate that the evaluators
think that the generated trailers are in general more pleasant and intriguing than the
baseline trailers, and the generated trailers are also more helpful for them to quickly
gauge the interestingness of a podcast episode by providing a good entrypoint into
the episode.
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Figure 6.4 shows the average scores of the baseline trailers and the generated trail-
ers, respectively, on the three questions. It can be seen that the generated trailers
perform better than the baseline trailers on all three questions.

Figure 6.4.: Average scores of the baseline trailers and the generated trailers on the three
questions.

During the evaluation interviews, evaluators provided many useful feeback and
insights regarding the generated trailers, which would be helpful for future studies
down this avenue. Some insights are as follows:

• Trailers generated for different genres should have different focuses. For crime
and comedy, for example, a good ambience is important, and therefore the cur-
rent generated trailers, which focus on retaining the vibe of the original episode
and even emphasizing the emotionally salient parts, work quite well for the
crime and comedy genres in terms of providing a good vibe and some attractive
entrypoints.

• In contrast, for genres such as history, content is more important than ambi-
ence, and the background information is also important, which indicates that
the trailer generation process should focus more on semantic representation
instead of emotion recognition.

• Different people have different preferences for the music element in trailers:
some adore music that creates a good atmosphere, while others consider music
to be less efficient information-wise.

• Around 80% of the evaluators prefer a trailer that is shorter than 1 minute, an
observation that is consistent with the fact that the average attention span of
people is short.

Overall, the generated trailers outperform the baseline trailers on all three ques-
tions and for all five genres, and for the genres of crime, comedy, and food, the advan-
tage of the generated trailers is particularly obvious. This indicates that compared to
using the first 90 seconds of an episode which is often the most accessible part by
users, using the proposed system to select attention-worthy segments and compose
them into a trailer can achieve better promotion effects in terms of being intriguing,
presenting a good vibe, and helping users to better decide whether they want to con-
tinue listening to the full episode.
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6.4.2. Results of Evaluation Approach 2: Larger-scale Human Evaluation

Figures 6.5 - 6.9 show the larger-scale human evaluations results.

Figure 6.5.: Evaluation results of the first question of the evaluation approach 2 (beginning
cutpoint).

Figure 6.6.: Evaluation results of the second question of the evaluation approach 2 (ending
cutpoint).

The larger-scale human evaluation results show that the trailers generated using
the proposed system achieve the best performance on the fourth question (“How well
does the clip capture the essence of the content?”), with an overall “Good”/“OK” rate
of 92%. This reveals that the highly emotional segments are considered to be highly
representative of the essence of an episode, because these highly emotional segments
are very likely the most memorable parts that leave a strong impression, hence con-
sidered to be the essence, or the most representative content (like the hook in a song),
of an episode.

The generated trailers achieve, both on question 1 and on question 2, a “Good”/“OK”
rate higher than 70%. Because the audio segments used for trailer composition are
segmented synchronously with the transcript, all cutpoints will naturally occur be-
tween utterances without interrupting any utterance, hence receiving good ratings
on cutpoint-related evaluation questions.

The generated trailers achieve, on question 3 (“How well does the clip summarize
the content?”), a “Good”/“OK” rate of around 80%, which indicates that the Topical
Center Detection Component of the proposed system is successful at capturing topi-
cally central contents for setting up the background.

The generated trailers achieve a “Good”/“OK” rate of around 75% on the fifth ques-
tion (“Howwell does the clip entice the listener to continue listening to the content?”).
Since being enticing is the ultimate purpose of a trailer, in future studies, other meth-
ods might be explored to further boost the performance on this question to over 80%.
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Figure 6.7.: Evaluation results of the third question of the evaluation approach 2 (summa-
rization).

Figure 6.8.: Evaluation results of the fourth question of the evaluation approach 2 (capturing
essence).

Figure 6.9.: Evaluation results of the fifth question of the evaluation approach 2 (enticing).
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Overall, the generated trailers achieve, on all five questions, a “Good”/“OK” rate
higher than 70%, with the rate of the third question being over 80%, of the fourth
question being over 90%, and of the fifth question being over 75%. This demonstrates
that the system generalizes well to a much larger number of episodes with a much
broader range of genres, even though it has been developed based on only five genres.
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7. Conclusion

This thesis set out with the goal of cultivating the unexplored land of podcast trailer
generation by proposing an effective automatic podcast trailer generation system. In
particular, this work narrowed the task scope by specifying a hotspot-based approach
towards automatic podcast trailer generation.

This work started from a vague and broad concept of “hotspot”, and gradually nar-
rowed down the scope of the task by proposing a quantifiable definition of the concept
(Section 3.1) and exploring different methods of exploiting this definition (Chapter 4),
which addresses the first research question of this work as put forward in Chapter
1, “How to define the vague concept of hotspot in the context of podcast trailer gen-
eration?”. In Chapter 4, both audio-based and text-based hotspot detection methods
are proposed and discussed to solve six different tasks: speech emotion recognition,
music detection, laughter detection, text emotion recognition, text arousal detection,
and pull-quote selection. Different analyses have been performed on these different
methods to select the most suitable methods to be used in the final system, hence
answering the second research question of this work, “How to utilize Natural Lan-
guage Processing (NLP) and Machine Learning techniques to design relevant hotspot
detection methods, and how to evaluate their performance?”. In Chapter 5, the struc-
ture and mechanism of the proposed automatic podcast trailer generation system are
described, which consists of four major components and one schema. The system
can take a random episode as input and generate a trailer that is around 1 minute
long, hence addressing the third research question of this work, “How to construct an
automatic podcast trailer generation system, as a real-life NLP application, that incor-
porates the best hotspot detection methods?”. Finally, in Chapter 6, two evaluation
approaches are proposed to evaluate the system results, proposing a comprehensive
human-based evaluation framework for podcast trailers given the fact that there is
no available competitor nor existing assessment tool for podcast trailer evaluation,
hence addressing the last research question of this work, “How to evaluate the trail-
ers generated by the system?”.

Based on the over 100,000 transcribed podcast episodes from the Spotify Podcast
Dataset, I studied the nature and composition of podcast data, so as to understand
its diversity and complexity. After that, an interdisciplinary approach was adopted,
where I resorted to different domains such as psychology and filmology for refer-
ence, to devise an appropriate theory, i.e. hotspot detection, for podcast trailer gen-
eration. I investigated different potential interpretations for the concept of hotspot,
and gradually constrained this vague and loosely-defined concept to be more specific
and measurable, by defining it as a point of perceptual saliency that can be repre-
sented by strong emotions, high arousal, catchy music, bursts of laughter, etc. This
definition enabled me to design a set of hotspot detection methods and to propose a
self-contained and rigorous experimentation plan. I equated hotspot detection with
detection of emotions, arousal, music, and laughter, based on which I experimented
with different types of data input and model architectures. In the end, I adopted three
hotspot detection methods in the final automatic podcast trailer generation system:
(1) the sequenced-CNN-Transformer neural network that takes mel spectrograms as
input for speech emotion recognition, (2) the CNN-based inaSpeechSegmenter for
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music detection, and (3) the feed forward neural network-based Laughter Detector
for laughter detection.

The automatic podcast trailer generation system proposed in this work consists
of a Hotspot Detection Component (for detecting emotionally salient segments from
speech), a Music Detection Component, a Laughter Detection Component. and a Topi-
cal Center Detection Component. The Topical Center Detection Component has been
inspired by one of the hotspot detection methods explored in this work, i.e. pull-quote
selection, and it utilizes Sentence-BERT embedding model for retrieving topically-
central sentences as trailer introduction. To coordinate the four components, I pro-
posed an algorithm called the Trailer Composition Schema, which re-arranges and
combines segments selected by different components into a trailer. What’s more, in-
side the Hotspot Detection Component, there is a genre parameter, which triggers
the genre-specific algorithms to rank emotions differently based on the genre of the
input episode, hence the generated trailer will have a vibe that matches with the at-
mosphere, or mood, of the original episode, and these genre-specific algorithms are
the so-called recipes in this work.

The trailers generated using the proposed system are vibe clips, i.e. they capture the
most attractive and exciting parts of an episode, forming a representative listening ex-
perience that has a good vibe and intrigues users to continue listening to the whole
episode. 1-to-1 interviews, as well as a larger-scale human evaluation, have been car-
ried out to evaluate the generated trailers, and evaluation results show that trailers
generated by the proposed system achieve promising results from the perspectives of
both aesthetics and functionality.

7.1. Future Work

In this work, a system has been proposed as a proof-of-concept for compiling a “1-
minute vibe trailer” for a random episode to preserves its original style, vibe and
essence, without necessarily reproducing its content. Due to the time constraint of
this work, there are several relevant problems that have not been explored.

The prototype proposed in the work is constructed and investigated from a hotspot-
based perspective, and it focuses on generating trailers that are acoustically (i.e. sound)
and stylistically (i.e. vibe), instead of topically, representative. This work does not ad-
dress the problem of audio summarization, which includes both extractive and ab-
stractive summarization. Audio summarization is another promising future avenue
for automatic podcast trailer generation, which can be directly applied to audio, or
first applied to text (i.e. text summarization) and then converted to audio (i.e. speech
synthesis). It would be valuable to compare summarization-based approaches with
hotspot-based approaches and explore the possibility of combining both.

In this work, the proposed automatic podcast generation system has been designed
to contain four major components and one schema, with the purpose of modulariz-
ing the podcast trailer generation process, i.e. dividing the main task into several
sub-tasks and solving them by different components respectively. In this light, each
component in this system is a highly flexible module that can be replaced or enhanced
by different methods, and the system can be fine-tuned partially to adjust for different
needs without affecting the overall functionality. For example, inside the Hotspot De-
tection Component, the current speech emotion recognitionmethod using sequenced-
CNN-Transformer could be replaced by a keyword detection method for detecting
keywords from podcasts, and this will not affect the functionality of the whole sys-
tem. So with that being said, the same system can be used for different definitions of
hotspot, different hotspot detection methods, and even different general goals.
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Last but not least, it would be meaningful to explore an ensemble model that com-
bines different hotspot detection methods explored in this work, which is likely to
further boost the performance of the current system.
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A. Datasets used for affect analysis in this
work

Type Purpose Dataset Label Size

Audio

Speech
Emotion

Recognition

RAVDESS neutral, calm, joy, sadness, anger,
fear, disgust, surprise 1,440 utterances

SAVEE neutral, joy, sadness, anger,
fear, disgust, surprise 480 utterances

CREMA-D neutral, joy, sadness, anger,
fear, disgust 7,442 utterances

Emo-DB neutral, joy, sadness, anger,
fear, disgust, boredom 535 utterances

Laughter
Detection Switchboard silence, laughter, noise 260 hours

(2,400 conversations)

Music
Detection

GTZAN music, speech 1 hour
(120 tracks)

MUSAN music, speech 109 hours
Scheirer-Slaney music, speech 1 hour

Ina’s Speaker Dictionary speech 2,300 speakers

Text

Text
Emotion

Recognition

NRC Emotion Lexicon joy, sadness, anger, fear, disgust,
surprise, anticipation, trust 14,182 words

NRC Emotion Intensity Lexicon joy, sadness, anger, fear, disgust,
surprise, anticipation, trust 5,975 words

Emotion Stimulus joy, sadness, anger, fear, disgust,
surprise, shame 1,594 sentences

SemEval-2018 Task 1
(Affect in Tweets) Dataset joy, sadness, anger, fear 3,613 sentences

EmoInt joy, sadness, anger, fear 7,102 sentences
Text

Arousal
Detection

NRC Valence, Arousal, and
Dominance (VAD) Lexicon arousal 20,007 words

EmoBank arousal 10,062 sentences

Pull-Quote
Selection

National Post pull-quote 11,112 articles
(16,307 pull-quotes)

The Intercept pull-quote 1,183 articles
(2,671 pull-quotes)

Ottawa Citizen pull-quote 1,066 articles
(1,087 pull-quotes)

Cosmopolitan pull-quote 1,267 articles
(2,360 pull-quotes)

Cornell Movie
Quotes Corpus pull-quote 1,068 movies

(6,282 movie quotes)

Table A.1.: Datasets used for affect analysis in this work. Note that the “Label” column only
shows labels that are used in this work, excluding labels that exist in the original
datasets but not used. Labels highlighted using the same color (both hue and
lightness) are grouped into the same class during training and evaluation.
Sources: RAVDESS: Livingstone and Russo (2018); SAVEE: Haq and Jackson
(2010); CREMA-D: Cao et al. (2014); Emo-DB: Burkhardt et al. (2005); Switch-
board: Godfrey and Holliman (1997); GTZAN: N. (2017); MUSAN: Snyder
et al. (2015); Scheirer-Slaney: Scheirer and Slaney (1997); Ina’s Speaker Dic-
tionary: Salmon and Vallet (2014); NRC Emotion Lexicon: Mohammad and
Turney (2013); NRC Emotion Intensity Lexicon: Mohammad (2018b); Emo-
tion Stimulus: Ghazi et al. (2015); SemEval-2018 Task 1 (Affect in Tweets)
Dataset: Mohammad et al. (2018); EmoInt: Mohammad and Bravo-Marquez
(2017); NRC VAD Lexicon: Mohammad (2018a); EmoBank: Buechel and
Hahn (2017a); National Post: https://nationalpost.com/; The Intercept: https://
theintercept.com/;Ottawa Citizen: https://ottawacitizen.com/;Cosmopolitan:
https://www.cosmopolitan.com/; Cornell Movie Quotes Corpus: Danescu-
Niculescu-Mizil et al. (2012).
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